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Abstract 

Helativistic heavy ion collisions provide an opportuni ty to create a new phase of mat ter , 
the quark gluon plasma, in the laboratory. 

A possible quark gluon plasma will be very short-lived, and only its decay products 
can be observed. There exists no unambigous signal to identify plasma formation vet. 
although several candidates have been suggested. An enhanced production of strange 
particles is one of these proposed signals. 

The YVASo experiment measures strange particle production ratios in a narrow window 
in rapidity and transverse momentum. At present. WA85 is the only collaboration who 
have published results on mult is trange particles. A remarkably high H" /A ratio has been 
observed in sulphur-tungsten reactions. 

Krom 1991. the experimental program of WA85 is carried forward by the VVA94 col
laboration. An extended study of production ratios of baryons with 0, 1,2 and 3 units of 
strangeness is in progress. To accomplish this, protons and antiprotons must be identified 
among the non-decaying particles (mostly pions) in the detector setup. A Ring Imaging 
(Vrenkov (RICH) detector is used to de termine the particle velocity. This information 
ran be used to deduce the particle mass. 

A simulation study is carried out to s tudy details on the feasibility of such an approach, 
and to decide what measures to take to reduce noise levels. 

Kxperimental data using the RICH was taken in spring 1992. The analysis of these 
data is in an initial phase, but it seems justified that the RICH signal itself can be reliably 
reconstructed. 

An enhanced version of the VVA85/94 detector setup will be used by the VVA97 col
laboration to measure baryon production ratios in the lead beam foreseen in the au tumn 
of 1994. This detector setup is discussed in the final chapter of the thesis. 
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Chapter 1 

The Quark Gluon Plasma 

1.1 Introduction 
The possibility to create a new phase of matter, the Quark Gluon Plasma, is a major 
motivation for the study of relativistic heavy ion collisions. Given sufficient temperature 
(energy) or density, the individuality of the protons and neutrons in the colliding nuclei 
may get lost, and an entity containing a large number of "free" quarks and gluons may be 
formed. 

In the Big Bang theory, it has been suggested that the Universe consisted of quark 
gluon plasma in its early phases, until it cooled down to a temperature of 200 MeV, after 
about 10~s s. 

Although a quark gluon plasma may be formed in heavy ion collisions, it will be 
very short-lived, and there is still no unambiguous signal available to identify plasma 
formation. 

This thesis discusses the investigation of the production of strange particles in rela
tivist ic ion collisions done by the WA85 collaboration and its successors at CERN. An 
enhanced production of strange particles has been suggested as a signal for plasma produc
tion. F.ven if no plasma is produced, the experiment may reveal interesting information 
on the physics of the fireball produced by colliding heavy nuclei, the highest concentration 
of energy presently available on Earth. 

1.2 Quarks and Gluons 
Since the quark model of hadrons was introduced independently by Gell Mann and Zweig 
in 196-1. numerous experiments have tried to observe isolated quarks. To this date, none of 
them have succeeded. This has led to the development of the concept of confinement, now 
a crucial part of the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) theory of strongly interacting 
particles. 

In QC'D the strong force relates to a 'colour' charge, in close analogy to the role of 
the familiar electrical charge in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), the well established 
theory for the electroweak forces. This colour charge comes in three different versions, 
labeled Ted", "green" and "blue". Only colour-neutral particles exist in nature. This can 
be accomplished either by the combination of three different colour charges (red + green 
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- Mue make- white), or by a combination of a colour charge with its anti-charge. Both 
iiuiibiii.itiun» exist, all baryons consist of three quarks carrying different colour charges, 
in.-un- ,in- . ,.in|)i>-i'<l of a quark and an anti-quark carrying the same colour/anti-colour. 

At -hcMt di-tam e-, the held lines around a colour charge are believed to be spherically 
- u n m e t ric. ami rather similar to the field lines surrounding electrical charges, giving 
ri-c lo a potential of the form V'(r) ~ 1/r. At larger distances, at the order of one 
feiiilonieter ifermi). the colour field lines tend to group together to form a flux tube 
ciinnecting two colour charges. This causes the energy of the field to grow linearly with 
the quark separation, and to give a free coloured quark an infinite amount of energy. 
Hence quarks can only exist in the close vicinity of other quarks, making the net colour 
cliarge of the composite object zero. 

When quarks are forced to separate, a flux tube is formed. Due to the finite quark 
masses, this flux tube , or string, can break down by producing a quark-antiquark pair. 
Ilnis the original excited colour-neutral object turns into two new objects, both still 

colour neutral . Such processes explain the mult i tude of produced particles observed in 
high energy particle reactions. 

Once colour-neutral hadrons are produced, reactions can be understood at the 
hadronic level. To s tudy the individual quarks, one would need to operate at suffi
ciently small separation distances that the 1/r character of the inter-quark potential is 
retained. At normal conditions, this is not possible, as the hadrcns themselves would 
produce reactions while the separation distance remains significantly larger. 

As was first suggested by Collins and Perry [Col75], quark degrees of freedom might 
be observed if ma t t e r could be compressed to several times normal nuclear density. QCD 
calculations show that similar behaviour can be expected when nuclear mat ter is heated 
to high tempera tures . The situation is outlined in the phase diagram shown in fig. 1.1. 
Below the phase barrier quarks are confined, and only hadronic mat te r can be observed. 
In the quark gluon plasma phase above the barrier the quarks act as 'normal ' free particles. 
The arrows in figure l . t suggest some available paths to the quark gluon plasma phase. 
The early Universe cooled down from very high temperatures into the hadronic phase. In 
neutron stars ma t t e r may be compressed to such densities tha t the quark mat ter phase 
is reached. In heavy ion collisions, the matter is initially compressed, then temperature 
increases and expansion starts before the hot fireball returns to the normal phase. 

Heavy ion collisions at relativtstic energies provide the only poss'ble way to reach the 
quark gluon plasma phase on Earth. In the last decade, facilities to provide such collisions 
have been made available, both in the US (Brookhaven National Laboratory) and at the 
European Cent re for Nuclear Research CERN" in Geneva. 

1.3 Heavy Ion Collisions 
Relativistic heavy ion collisions is believed to be the only possible way to create sufficiently 
hot and dense m a t t e r to produce a quark gluon plasma in the laboratory. This system is of 
quantum na ture , making the tools of particle physics necessary to describe the observed 
phenomena. On the other hand, the number of particles produced in such a collision 
may reach thousands , suggesting statistical or thermodynamical degrees of freedom to be 
relevant as well. 
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Figure 1.1: Quark matter phase diagram 
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1.3.1 Kinematics 
Ob.-mali le quantit ies in heavy ion collisions are often plotted as functions of rapidity or 
intn>v»Tsr momentum, energy or mass. 

l'nli".N otherwise dialed, the normal particle physics convention of setting h = c = 1 
U i w l . 

I he rapidity y is closely related to the velocity of the particle, and is defined by 

j , = artanh(f | | ) = a r t a n h ( ^ ) = - I n ( - r i P l l ) ( U ) 

P i t . - p|| 
This enti ty is additive under Lorentz transformations. The parallel direction is nor

mally defined by the beam axis. 
If a beam of particles with a rapidity tft in the laboratory system impinges on a target 

with a rapdity y, = 0. beam particles that do not interact with the target leave the system 
with a rapidity close to yt. Particles from the target that do not interact with the beam, 
will have a rapidity close to yt. Particles originating from the interaction zone have a 
rapidity close to that of the center of mass of the system. 

By investigating the rapidity distribution of various observables, it is thereby possible 
to classify which part of the reaction volume the different particles originate from. 

In high energy experiments with fixed target , the major part of the energy of the 
out coming particles will go in the direction of the beam, to ensure momentum conserva
tion. Particles emit ted in the transverse directions (with respect to the beam) must have 
undergone interactions in the target. A significant transverse momentum component can 
also be produced by a hot thermal source in the target. 

Detected particles in the transverse directions will thereby provide information of the 
reaction processes of the collision. Various transverse observables are used: 

Transverse moment u m . p ( : the fraction of the linear momentum emitted in the transverse 
directions. 

Transverse energy. Et: the fraction of the collision energy emit ted in the transverse 
directions. 

Transverse mass, m,: defined by mt = \fp\ + rri1 

The t empera tu re of the system can be extracted from the transverse mass distribution. 
To measure this quanti ty properly, particle identification is necessary. 

1.3.2 Ref ction dynamics 
When two nuclei collide, they will generally not overlap completely. The situation may 
be as described in figure 1.2. Some fraction of the projectile nucleus will interact with 
a fraction of the target . The remaining parts of the projectile and target will leave the 
reaction area comparatively undisturbed. These particles are referred to as 'spectators ' , 
the particles in the dense reaction area are called "participants'. 

The impact parameter b is defined as the distance between the centres of the colliding 
nuclei, measured perpendicular to the beam axis. Head-on collisions, with an impact 
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F i .ni i re l.'J: Rrlativistic collision between two nuclei. Lorentz contraction will make the 
spherical nuclei disk-shaped 

parameter i=0. will produce the maximum number of participant nucleons. and the 
maximum size and density of the hot and dense reaction zone. 

In symmetric collisions (when the projectile and target isotope is the same), any 
deviation from 6=0 is likely to introduce spectator nucleons both from the projectile and 
thi- target. When the projectile is much smaller than the target, as is the case in many 
of the CKRN and B.N'L experiments, target spectators will always be present. On the 
ut her hand, a complete overlap of target and projectile will be possible even for impact 
parameters greater than zero. 

A quark gluon plasma is most likely to be seen in central collisions. This corresponds to 
events with a small impact parameter. As this parameter is not experimentally available, 
various other trigger conditions have been used to identify interesting events, mainly a 
threshold on the energy or the number of particles emitted in transverse directions. 

1.3.3 Plasma evolution 
If a quark gluon plasma is formed in an ion collision, it is expected to evolve as outlined 
in figure 1.3. The light cone is limited by the trajectories of the incoming projectile and 
target nuclei. A possible quark gluon plasma will have a short life time, at the order of 
-ome ftii/r. When it cools down to the critical temperature, it will start to hadronise. 
and the mixed phase of QGP and newly formed hadrons will exist for some other fm/c. 
Later on a hot and dense interacting hadron gas is formed. Finally the produced particles 
stop colliding and fly apart, eventually to be seen in detectors located far away from the 
collision point. 

1.4 The Bag Model 
The confinement property of the strong force can be described by the MIT bag model 
[ChoTl]. In this model the quarks and gluons can act as free particles within well defined 

Spectators 
Participants 

" 
b w" h - -----n u 

Spectators 



A 

freeze out 

Figure 1.3: Space-time evolution of a reiativistic heavy ion collision with quark gluon 
plasma formation 
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ri'iiion* nf *pace. defined as 'hags' . Inside the hags the quarks and glnons experience an 
. v ili''I perturlwiive Q( 'D vacuum. 1 his perlurbative vacuum is distinguished from the 
iKinn.il Q< I) vacuum by adililion of a 'bag constant ' B to the energy density of the hag 
volume. I he total energy of the -quantum gas" within the gas is then given by 

E=Er + B\ (1.2) 

where K. is the internal energy of the gas. B is the bag constant, and V is the volume of 
the 2as. I he equation of s tate of the matter inside the bags is given by 

p = ^(-:-iB) (1.3) 

«hen- p is the pressure, s is the energy density and B is the bag constant. This is to be 
compared to the Stefan-Boltzmann expression valid for a normal hadron gas. where 

P=y (1.4) 

In normal mat ter these bags can be associated with the individual hadrons. At high 
temperatures and densities, one could imagine that the bags belonging to each individual 
hadron would overlap, making it possible for the quarks and gluons originating from 
different hadrons to interact freely. A quark gluon plasma could be regarded as a giant 
bag. containing quarks and gluons corresponding to several hadrons. 

As a quark gluon plasma would correspond to the interior of such a bag. the bag 
• •(Hiation of state (1.3) is valid. Normal matter obey the hadron gas equation of s tate 
(1.11. If a quark gluon plasma is produced, a phase transition will occur when the plasma 
cools down. To obtain experimental information from the quark phase, it is necessary to 
know how the various signals will be affected by the transition process. 

1.5 Lattice QCD 
To study the phase transition in more detail, predictions from QCD calculations are 
useful. In particular predictions of the order of the phase transition, along with the 
critical tempera ture are needed. In general QCD integrals cannot be solved analytically. 
To st tidy consequences of the theory, different numerical approximations have to be carried 
out. A popular approach is to replace the four continuous space-time dimensions with 
a finite four-dimensional lattice. Thus one can avoid some divergences encountered in 
continuum QCD. and at the same time make the problem manageable within a finite 
amount of available computing power. Ideally one would like an infinitely small spacing 
between lattice points, but this is limited by computer resources. 

The zero temperature phase of QCD. corresponding to the ground state properties 
of the different elementary particles, is characterized both by quark confinement and by 
spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. The latter property of QCD gives rise to the 
differences of left and right, as experienced by the weak force, and is also necessary to 
describe massivequarks in the model. Both of these features are suppose . '••> be lost in the 
high tempera ture phase of QCD. In principle one could have two phas ' : usitions, one 
for the confinement/deronfinement and another at chiral symmerty restorations. Lattice 
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Figure 1.4: Order parameters of QCD phase transitions. Figure taken from [Kar87] 

calculations [Kar90] indicate that these transitions occur at the same critical temparature, 
so that only one phase transition should be observed experimentally. 

Phase transitions can be characterised by associated order parameters. An order 
parameter vanishes on one side of the phase transition, and takes non-zero values in the 
less symmetric phase on the other side of the transition. A phase transition is known as 
first order if the order parameter has a discontinuous jump at the transition points. In 
second orde r trans: lions the order parameter itself is continuous, but the first derivative of 
the order parameter exhibit a discontinuous jump. Higher order transitions are defined in 
a similar way. a n-th order phase transition has a discontinuity in its (n-l)-th derivative. 

The order parameters for the QCD phase transitions are the Polyakov loop <L> for 
the confinement cleconfinement transition, and the chiral condensate < Jy > for the 
chiral symmetry restoration [Kar87]. In figure 1.4, taken from [Kar87], these parameters 
are plotted as a function of /3, which is directly related to the temperature. The Polyakov 
loop. <L>. is r e l i e d to the free energy of static quarks. The order parameter of the chiral 
symmetry trans::ion. the chiral condensate < XX >i vanishes when chiral symmetry is 
restored above : h^ phase transition, but takes a finite value in the normal phase of broken 
symmetry. 

In the sirr-pies: approach all quark masses are infinite [Kar90]. The quarks then remain 
at fixed coordi-a:*» in the lattice, leaving only gluon degrees of freedom. Since the gluons 
mediate the cc-.-.-ir field, which in turn causes the quark confinement, this could still be 
a good s tar t i -s point to study the QCD at high temperatures. Current calculations 
find a first orc«?r r'r.ase transition with a critical temperature T c in the range 150-250 
MeV [Pet91". 

Several af.er^pc* have been made to include dynamic quarks in the lattice. The intro
duction of fer-r •:ns makes non-physical degeneracies appear. In ref. [Pet91] calculations 
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wit li four denenerate flavours are presented. These calculations agree on the esistence of 
a phase transit inn in the same range of T.-. but some of the calculations conclude that the 
)>h,i-<- I ransit ion appears to be continuous, whereas others observe a first order transition, 
further calculations are needed to settle this issue. 

1.6 QGP signatures 
If a quark gluon plasma is formed in a heavy ion collision, it will o n k exist for a ver-
short t ime, at the order of some fm/c . or some 1 0 " 2 3 seconds. During this life time, the 
plasma will only move very small distances, as can be readily seen from the first unit of 
t ime mentioned above. 

Any detector in accelator-based experiments must be placed at macroscopic distances 
from the target, at least at the order of centimetres away from the reaction area. Thus, the 
plasma cannot be studied directly. Only the final hadrons can be observed experimentally, 
and careful calculations are needed to show how an initial plasma phase may influence 
the liual hadrcm production. 

I 'nfortunatelv. there exists as yet no unambigous signal that will prove or disprove 
plasma formation in the collision zone. No new particles are expected, aiid many effects 
can be produced by several different mechanisms. In particular, in the mult i tude of 
liadrons produced in such collisions secondary scatterings between these hadron; are 
expected to be an important part of the reaction dynamics. Such scatterings will tend to 
disturb any possible signal from the original plasma decay. 

Kven with these difficulties taken into account, a number of signals for plasma pro
duction have been proposed. Qui te a few of them have also been observed experimentally 
"luring t he last five years, but none of them provide a clean proof for plasma production. 
One of t hese signals, strangeness enhancement, forms the basis of the experimental effort 
carried out by the VVA85/WA94/WA97 collaborations. This signal will be discussed in 
more detail in the next chapter . Some other signals will be mentioned in the remainder 
of this section. 

1.6.1 Global signals 
P h a s e d i a g r a m 

A classical phase transition can be described by a plateau followed by a second rise in 
a plot of relevant thermodynamic variables, for example in a pV-diagram of the water-
vapour phase transition. An intuitive approach, suggested by Van Hove (ref. [vHo85]). h 
to try to observe something similar in the spectra produced in heavy ion reactions. The 
transverse momentum, p, , is closely related to the temperature, and the energy density can 
be related to the nvimber of produced particles per unit of rapidity, suggesting a scenario 
as seel (bed in figur? 1.5b. A similar pattern was observed in cosmic ray exposures by 
the JACKE collabora'.ion at quite an early stage [Bur86], as shown in figure 1.5a. The 
plateau shape has bei»n observed in later efforts to study this effect in heavy ion reactions 
in the laboratory, bu . r.o second rise have been reproduced. As an example, WA80 data 
as they appear in [Jac91], are shown in figure 1,6. 
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Recently, the E735 Collaboration at Fermilab (ref [Ale90]) claimed to see a second rise 
in pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV. Quark gluon plasma production in 
such a small system would be rather surprising, and several other explanations have been 
proposed. In particular, a closer look into the data (figure 1.7) shows that the second 
rise is only observed for antiprotons. On the other hand the plateau structure is not very 
well developed there. 

The distributions for kaons and pions show the familiar pattern of initial rise then a 
plateau that extends to the highest measured densities. This could be an indication of a 
different production mechanism for antiprotons compared to other particles, and is less 
compatible with an hypothesis of thermal production of a]] particles from a central hot 
zone. 

Transverse momentum distributions 

The emission of particles (mainly pions) from a hot fireball in thermal equilibrium can 
be described by the formula 

1 dN_ _ 1 dN _m, /">i\ 

which was firs", suggested by Hagedorn |Hag83]. Ki is the modified Bessel function. 
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This expression can be approximated by [Egg91] 

= 7f,-/m,exp-— (1.6 
Pt Pi T T 

The transverse mass mt is defined as mt= y/pt + m 2 . The cross section and the m e 

can be measured experimentally. The tempera ture of the hot zone is then extracted from 
the spectra according to the Hagedorn formula. This has been done by almost all the 
heavy ion experiments. They generally see a temperature in the region of 150-200 MeV, 
which is in good agreement with the critical temperature for the QGP phase transition 
as predicted by lattice QCD. 

As shown in figure 1.8, the distributions deviate from the exponential shape in the 
high and low pt regions. (The pt distributions shown in the figure have a similar shape to 
the m t distributions discussed above. pt distributions can be measured as a 'global observ
able' , whereas m ( distributions require particle identification. To a good approximation, 
however, all emitted hadrons can be considered as pions.) Already the proton-nucleus 
reaction shows clear deviations from the exponential shape observed in pp experiments. 
The effect is even stronger in nucleus-nucleus interactions. 

This shape can be explained by collective flow effects [Cse89]. A systematic s tudy 
of the collective flow in different reactions would provide information on the equation of 
state of the hot mat ter , and would in this way contain information of a possible phase 
transition. 

On the other hand, the enhancement at high p ( can be explained by the Cronin effect, 
the enhanced production of high pt particles by multiple scattering within heavy nuclei, 
which was first discovered by J .W.Cronin and collaborators in 1975 [Cro75]. In nucleus-
nucleus collisions such effects are expected to be present both in the target and in the 
projectile. This could explain the large enhancement observed in these reactions. 

The enhancement at low p, is not yet fully understood, but several mechanisms have 
been suggested to contribute to this effect. Among them are production of resonances, 
which in turn decay to pion pairs, rescattering effects in the reaction zone and phase 
space effects [Sch92]. Van Hove has also suggested this effect to be due to decay of 
supercooled droplets of quark gluon plasma, which eventually would produce a number 
of pions [vHo88]. 

I n t e r f e r o m e t r y 

Interferometry studies provide another approach to obtain information on the global 
features of the hot reaction zone. The technique is based on ideas developed by Hanbury 
Brown and Twiss [Han54] to measure stellar radii. Although the light waves reaching 
the Earth are incoherent, any two photons arriving at any instant will produce normal 
interference patterns. When the ampli tudes are averaged over time, these interference 
pat terns get washed out, and no maxima or minima are observed. However, when the 
instant intensity, as produced by the interference pat tern, is recorded, a dependence on 
the distance between the two photon detectors is retained. This dependence is closely 
related to the el sin 9 dependence of the interference pat tern, and can be used to determine 
the radius of the emitting star [Han56{. 
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A similar technique can be used to study source sizes in high energy particle reactions. 
.i- tir-i <li-t 11-—«-«I in |(iol(iO]. Charged pion pairs replace the photons detected by Hanbury 
Hruwii >iini I wi —' interferometer. The experimenial observable is the correlation function. 

C ( / , - / 2 , - . v , ( A ) . v , ( P 2 ) ( 1 - ' » 
where I' are the four-momenta of the pions. .V2 is the cross section for the simultaneous 

.il.-irvaiiun of two pions with the given momenta, and .Vj is the cross section to observe 
une pion with the specified four-momentum. 

The correlation function relates to the Fourier transform of the source size by 

C(Pl.Pi) = l + X\p(Q)\i (1.8) 

where Q is the four-momentum difference Pi — P2 and p(Q) is the Fourier transform 
nf the space-time source density. A is a chaoticity parameter , taking account of the fact 
that the source is not perfectly incoherent. 

The source size extracted from heavy ion collisions by this method corresponds to the 
size of the hot zone at freeze-out. when the hot and dense mat te r is turned into hadronic 
particles, mainly pions. 

Several groups have made this kind of measurements. The NA35 collaboration re
ported a source radius ~ 8 fm [Bam88] in the transverse direction at mid rapidity. This 
value is a factor of two greater than the sum of the projectile and target radii, and can be 
taken as a good indication that a central hot zone is formed in these reactions. Later mea
surements with higher statistics gave a slightly smaller source size (around 6 fm [Sey92]). 
but i his is si ill significantly larger than the pure geometrical overlap of the projectile and 
target. 

The KSO'2 collaboration, and its successor E859. have measured different two-particle 
correlations at AGS energies (15 GeV per nucleon). The pion interferometry gives a 
source size close to the size of the projectile, in contrast to NA35 results. Two-kaon cor
relations became available recently [Zaj92]. At first sight they appear to give a narrower 
distribution than the pion correlation function (figure 1.9). When fully corrected, includ
ing the proper Lorentz transformations, kaon correlations yield the same source size as 
the pion correlation function: 3.5 fm in the E802/E859 case. 

l ioth N ' i5 and E802/E859 investigate correlation effects around mid rapidity, where 
a hot. possibly deconfined. fireball is expected to be formed. The WA80 collaboration 
made interferometry measurements in the target fragmentation region [Kam92]. In an 
early st tidy using oxygen as projectile, they observe a decreasing source radius when going 
in heavier targets. This effect may be due to rescattering of pions, but is not yet fully 
understood. 

D i r e c t p h o t o n s 

Since the electromagnetic force is much weaker than the strong nuclear force observed 
by particles carrying colour charge, the mean free path of a particle interacting only 
elect romagnetically is much longer than the mean free path of a strongly interacting one. 
Photons produced inside a small volume of quark gluon plasma would therefore have a 
good chance to reach a detector without undergoing secondary interactions. 
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The study of direct photons is probably the only way to extract global information 
from the hot plasma .zone, in analogy to the background radiation observed in the universe. 
Although most phor.ons are undisturbed on their way from the reaction zone to the 
detectors, such measurements still have to cope with a severe background of photons 
produced by hadrocic mechanisms. The most prominent sources of background photons 
are the decays of short-lived resonances (ir°,i)°,p0 etc. —» 77), but also other hadron 
decays producing pcotons, along with misidentification of other neutral particles (n, Ka

L 

etc.) must betaken into consideration. 

Both the NA34 \ ^ke90] and the WA80 [Alb91] collaborations at CERN have made a 
careful analysis to t ry to eliminate the hadronic background from their observed photon 
spectra. The spectrum shown in figure 1.10, taken from WA80, shows that there is 
no significant differs -0 between the observed spectrum and the background spectrum 
calculated using background sources only. 

This negative r<^ult is confirmed by theoretical calculations [Ruu92]. These calcula
tions suggest the s;£r,.a] to become more prominent at higher energies in future heavy ion 
colliders. 
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1.6.2 Specific signals 

J/tø suppression 

The J/1> meson is a bound state of a charmed and an anti-charmed quark (cc). This 
particle can be produced by parton fusion, qq —> cc,gg -+ cc, once the incoming partons 
carry sufficient amounts of energy. 

In a hadronic environment, the flux tube formed between the quarks in the cc pair 
would cause a J / * meson to be produced. In a deconfined phase, the charmed quarks are 
allowed to move as free particles. At freeze-out, chances are small that there will be an 
anti-charmed quark in the vicinity of a given charmed quark, and the charmed quark will 
normally bind with a light antiquark of the appropriate colour, to produce a D meson. 

Hence, one would expect a lower production rate of i/ty mesons when a quark gluon 
plasma is produced, compared to a normal hadronic reaction. This signal was first sug
gested by Mat sui and Satz [Mat86]. 

The N A38 collaboration at CERN identifies the J/W meson by its decay to /i+fi~ pairs. 
This branch accounts for 5.9% of the J / * decays. Although there is a large background 
of fi+ii~ pairs, a peak in the invariant mass region of the J/<t is clearly visible, as shown 
in figure 1.11 [Bag91]. 

A suppression of the J/<P production in central collisions compared to peripheral 
collisions was observed by the NA38 collaboration at an early stage [Bus88). This would 
indicate plasma production in the central events. Later theoretical work has shown that 
there exist several other mechanisms that can explain these data, most notably final state 
interactions between the J/4» and other hadrons [Ger92], 

Strangeness enhancement 

In a hadron gas. strangeness can only be formed inside hadrons containing strange quarks. 
An equal number of strange and anti-strange quarks must be distributed among these 
produced particles. The minimum energy required to produce such particles is 671 MeV, 
corresponding to ihe reaction p+n—• A°+K+-l-n. In a quark gluon plasma a ss quark 
pair can be produced directly. This process requires a total energy of approximately 300 
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MiA . i 1 lie >l range quark mass is close to 150 MeV.I 
1.anicr Q( ' l ) calculations indicate a transition t emprra tu re from hadron gas to quark 

SIIKIII pla-ina in I lie region 150-200 Me\ ' . By thermal energy it should therefore be possible 
to produce a -ignilicant number of ss pairs by gluon interactions (gg—>ss). This production 
inrchaiiMii i- made even more favourable by the high number of light quarks (u and d) 
which originate from the incoming particles. Since all quarks are fermions. low-energy 
slates of light quarks tend to be occupied, and Pauli blocking requires additional light 
quark- to carry a high excitation energy. 

Since weak decays occur on a rather long time scale (at the order of 10~ , o s ) . an excess 
of strange quarks produced in the reaction zone should remain present in the hadrons 
produced at freeze-out. 

Several experiments have looked for such an enhanced strangeness production, both 
ai Hrookhaven (E802.E8I0) and CERN (NA34, NA35. XA36, VVA85). The initial cal
culations [Koi-86] indicated that the production of strange quarks should increase by a 
factor of 10 in quark gluon plasma events compared to normal hadron events. Most 
collaborations observe an enhancement about a factor of two. 

Later calculations [Cle91] indicate that the observed enhancement of strangeness can 
also be explained by rescattering of hadrons in a hot and dense reaction zone. 

As this thesis is based upon one of the experiments that investigate this signal, a more 
detailed discussion of both theoretical and experimental aspects of strangeness production 
can he found in the following chapters . 

E x o t i c a 

If a yet unknown particle was formed when a quark gluon plasma hadronises, the obser
vation of this particle would of course be the ul t imate signal to prove an original plasma 
production. So far. no such particle is observed. There have been suggestions that the 
high amount of strange quarks that are expected to be present in the plasma could form 
novel kinds of mat te r , containing more than three quarks [Mul92] (strangelets). 

The simplest such entity would be the H particle, with quark composition (uuddss). If 
this particle decays to two lambdas (H —* AA), it should be detectable in the experiments 
dedicated to the strangeness enhancement signal, among them WA85. 

No experimental Hs are observed yet. It has even been suggested that the mass of the 
/ / might be lower than the mass of two lambdas, making the / / r a t h e r long-lived. Such a 
low-mass / / has also been proposed as a dark mat ter candidate, to explain the apparent 
lack of mass in the universe. 

A low-mass or even stable H would be a very interesting observation, and could be a 
useful QCJP signal. But it would probably be too optimistic to claim such new phenomena 
to Ur around the corner, and too pessimistic to write off the possibility to observe a plasma 
formation without them. 
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Chapter 2 

Strangeness production 

2.1 Introduction 
The WASo. WA94 and VVA97 experiments aim to measure production ratios of particles 

carrying increasing number of strange quarks. An enhanced production of strange quarks 
is believed to take place in a quark gluon plasma. As weak decays occur over a compara
tively long time scale, these strange quarks must be present among the particles available 
in the final state. In this chapter strangeness in heavy ion collisions is discussed, both 
from a theoretical and an experimental point of view. The following chapters will go into 
further details on the above mentioned experiments. 

2.2 Strangeness theory 
The major arguments for strangeness enhanceriKm as a signal for quark gluon plasma 
production is listed below: 

Mass threshold: In a q ark s'uon plasma 300 MeV is required to produce a ss pair, 
compared to 670 Me\ ded to produce KA in a hadron gas. 

Pauli blocking: Several u and d quarks from the projectile and target are present in 
the interaction zone. They force additional qq pairs to carry excitation energy. 

Gluon abundance: A large amount of gluons are expected to be present in a quark 
gluon plasma. They can readily produce qq or ss pairs, to feed the mechanisms 
discussed above. 

A broad overview of the theory of strangeness production in heavy ion collisions is 
given in [Koc86]. This reference gives production rates of ss pairs, based on a thermally 
equilibrated quark gluon plasma. This assumption should be justified, given the short 
life time of a possible QGP formed in a heavy ion collision (a few fm/c). Several authors 
j\ful9'2a] have investigated this assumption. Based on a requirement of an average of 
three collisions per particle to create a thermal system, a thermalisation time of around 
one fm/r is obtained, well below the expected life time of the plasma. 
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III addition to the thermal equilibrium. Koch. Miiller and Rafelski [Koc86j assume 
i lii'inical i'<|uililiriiini between the three light quark flavours to be established in the 
I'laMiia. 1 hev lind the ss production rate to be dominated by gluon interactions (gg—>ss). 
I hi- |nu« »•-- has a short equilibration time, at the order of O.o fm/e. well below the plasma 
life time. 1 he chemical equilibration time of a hadron gas is expected to be 10-30 times 
lun«ii [K°g!M j . which is probably longer than the life t ime of the hot region produced in 
current ion collisions. 

As there are practically no strange quarks present before the collision, the abundance 
of strange quarks will increase until equilibrium is reached. The same argument goes 
lor antiquarks. Strange antiquarks combine the merits of the two effects, and .should be 
significantly enhanced in a plasma environment. 

A chemically equilibrated Q G P will contain about 30% strange quarks and antiquarks 
[KoiMiJ. In rclativistic gases, each particle carries a fixed amount of entropy. When 
the plasma hadronise. particles consisting of several quarks will be formed. Intuitively 
I his would cause the total particle number to drop, making the total entropy decrease. 
To avoid reduction of entropy, it is assumed that the necessary number of additional 
particles (mainly mesons) will be created by gluon fragmentation. About 15 7c of the 
quarks produced by this mechanism will be ss pairs. 

Altogether, an enhancement of the strangeness production in a quark gluon plasma by 
a factor of about 10 when compared to hadron gas mechanisms at the same temperatures , 
is predicted. The great majority of these strange quarks must be present in the final s tate. 

A chemically equilibrated quark gluon plasma will contain a significant number of 
antiquarks. Hence, there will be a considerable probability that three antiquarks will be 
available to produce an antibaryon at the hadronisation stage. An increased production 
uf antibarvons has been proposed as a plasma signal. With 30% of the antiquarks being 
strange, a large fraction of these antibaryons will carry strangeness. On the other hand, 
the production of strange antibaryons in a hadron gas is strongly suppressed due to its 
mass threshold. An enhanced production of strange antibaryons is therefore suggested as 
a particularly well suited signal for plasma formation. 

2.3 BNL results 
The Alternate Gradient Synchrotron, AGS, at Brookhaven National Laboratory (B.N'Lj 
is able to accelerate oxygen and silicon ions to an energy of 14.6 GeV per nucleon. This 
corresponds to a beam rapidity of y=3.44. (A test run with gold ions was performed 
in l!)i)2. physics results from real heavy ion reactions are foreseen in the next few vears 
[G»n!)3].) 

Two collaborations have measured strangeness production in the silicon programme, 
Y.^0'2 and KS10. The results of these experiments are discussed below. 

2.3.1 E802 results 
The KSO'2 experiment is based on a magnetic spectrometer setup [Mia91], with particle 
identification done by a lime-of-flight (TOF) counter. This works well at the energies in 
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Table 2.1: K/>r ratios measured by E802 

p + B e p+Au Central Si+Au 

K - / i r -
7.8 ± 0.4 % 
2.0 ± 0.2 % 

12.5 ± 0.6 % 
2.8 ± 0.3 % 

18.2 ± 0.9 % 
3.2 ± 0.3 % 
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Figure 2.1: E802 rapidity distributions. Figure taken from [Mia91]. 
question, and ES02 is able to measure pion, kaon and proton spectra in a rapidity region 
0.6 < y < 2.4. 

The ion data taken from Si+Au interactions are compared to proton reference data, 
notably p+Be and p+Au. From pion and kaon spectra, integrated K/ir ratios in the 
various reactions are extracted. The results are summarised in table 2.1 [Abb91]. 

The K + / i r + ratio shows a marked increase with increasing target and projectile mass. 
The result in ion collisions (central Si+Au) corresponds to an increased production of 
strange (anti)quarks by about a factor of two. The K~/r~ show a less pronounced 
increase, about 50 %. The results in p+Be is compatible with earlier p+p results. The 
rapidity distributions are shown in figure 2.1. There is a significant difference between 
the K + and K" spectra; K + peaks at low rapidity (target fragmentation region), whereas 
K" peaks at central rapidity in p+Be interactions, and is practically flat for heavier 
projectiles and targets. This may indicate different production mechanisms for the two 
particle ratios, making the meaning of the direct comparison between them less obvious. 

In a baryon rich plasma, the abundance of quarks will be much larger than the abun
dance of antiquarks. It will therefore be relatively easy for an s quark to combine with 
a u or d quark to form a K + . There will be fewer light antiquarks present to form K"s, 
thus strange quarks tend to hadronise as As, with a quark configuration of (uds) |Nag92]. 
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Figure 2.2: E810 A production. Figure taken from [Fol92] 

2.3.2 E810 results 
The ES10 experiment at BNL is based on time projection chambers (TPCs) as tracking 
devices. The beam passes through the middle of the TPCs, giving a large acceptance, also 
for low-momentum particles. So far [Fol92, Eis92] K° and A production in Si+Si, Si+Cu, 
Si+Au and Si + Pb reactions are measured. No proton reference data are available. The A 
production rate in Si+Si reactions increases linearly with negative multiplicity (fig. 2.2). 
In other words, there is nonet increase when going to more central collisions, as is observed 
in the XA3-5 data. 

As no reference data are available, it is difficult to state whether E810 observe a 
strangeness enhancement or not. In ref. [Fol92] they compare their results to HIJET 
calculations, and find an increased A production of about a factor two, and a slightly 
lower increase in the K° production. 

2.4 C E R N results 
The CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) '.vas upgraded to allow for acceleration of 
heavy ions (up to sulphur) in the mid-eighties. At an early stage oxygen ions were accel
erated to energies of 60 and 200 GeV per nucleon, later on all runs have been performed 
with 200 GeV-A sulphur beams. This gives a beam rapidity of y=6. 

2.4.1 N A 3 4 results 
The NA34 (HELIOS) collaboration identifies particles with a time-of-flight counter. The 
emphasis is put on low-momentum particles originating from the target fragmentation 
region (0.8< y <1.3i. 

As can be seen in fig. 2.3, the K + / J T + ratio is enhanced by a factor of two in S+W 
compared to p+\V data, whereas K " / i " is practically unchanged. The dotted lines show 
K/ff ratios from pp experiments, extrapolated to the relevant y-pt region. 

The results agree very well with E802 data. This can be taken as an indication that 
the target fraementation region at CERN corresponds well to the central rapidity region 
in AGS reactions. Both of these can be described as a baryon rich region of dense matter. 
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Figure 2.3: K/JT ratios from NA34. Figure taken from ref. [vHe91] 
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Figure 2.4: Neutral strange particle production measured by NA35. The figure is taken 
from [Sch92J. 

Both ES02 and XA34 see a steeper slope in the K + pt spectrum compared to the pion 
and K" spectra. This corresponds to a higher temperature, anci could indicate a different 
production mechanism for K + s than for the more numerous pions. 

2.4.2 NA35 results 
The XA35 collaboration identifies outcoming particles in a streamer chamber. KJ, A 
and A are measured in 60 and 200 GeVA 0+Au reactions, along with p+Au reference 
data [Bam89]. Later on. mesurements of K + and K" were also included in the 200 GeVA 
S f S data [Sey92]. 

In the oxygen data, measured in the backward rapidity region (y~2), no increase in 
K° and A production is seen, but the number of As increases by a factor of two compared 
to a superposition of p+Au data. 

In the S + S data, the acceptance region is 1< y <3, which correspond to most of the 
available phase space by reflection symmetry in the S+S system. (The cen're of mass 
rapidity is j / = 3.) In this reaction an increase in the production rate of all the neutral 
strange particles in question is seen. The increase is strongest for As (about a factor of 
three). The A production rate increases already when going from p+p to p+S reactions, 
and for all particles there is an increase when going to more central collisions (higher 
negative multiplicities). The data are summarised in fig. 2.4. 

The rapidity distribution of the As is rather sharply peaked at mid rapidity, the A 
rapdity distribution is much wider [Bam90j. This indicate that a significant fraction of 
the As are produced in the target and projectile region, whereas A production take place 
in the central hot and dense region. 

The recent data on charged kaon production [Kow92] show an excess of K*s compared 
to K"s. compatible with the excess of As previously measured. This would indicate that 
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t lir -* pairs Inni I hetiiselvcs in a baryon rich area, where the number of quarks to combine 
with i- 111 • i <-11 larger than the number of available anticjuarks. This process could be a 
i ri\ial hailroiiii- scattering ( T + N —> K + A). or it could be a baryon rich region of quark 
matter . 

2.4.3 NA36 results 
In the XA3(i experiment decay of strange particles are investigated in a t ime projection 
chamber ( I P C ) , located 1 cm above the ion beam [Gre92]. This setup gives a very 
large acceptance ( ~ 1 < y < 3.5. p ( > 0.3 G e V / c ) . but also gives a very high particle 
multiplicity in the tracking device. 

Results on neutral strange particle production are available, both from S + P b reactions 
and reference p + P b data. The rapidity distributions of the strange particles look rather 
different in the two reactions, as shown in figure 2.3. In ion reactions all distributions peak 
at mid rapidity, suggesting a production mechanism of a hot and dense central fireball. 
In the proton data , the A spectrum looks flat, whereas the other particle distributions 
peak in the target fragmentation region, suggesting hadron rescattering as their origin. 

The X.Vib apparatus should also be able to detect multistrange particles. A search 
for H"s and E~s has been carried out . but results are not published yet [Jud92]. 

2.4.4 NA38 results 
The N.ViS experiment is designed to study muon pairs, in order to investigate the J/<£ 
suppression, discussed in section 1.6.2. 

If the enhanced production of strange particles observed by several experiments is 
due to an increased production of ss pairs in a quark matter , one would also expect an 
increased production of the o meson, which has a dominant internal quark s tructure of 
I s s ) . 

The o meson has a decay branch to K + K " . which in turn decays to /ii/u pairs. This 
decay channel is detectable in the NA38 setup. 

Figure 2.6 shows an increased production of OS compared to p and x mesons when 
going from p + l to O + l ' and S+L" reactions, and the production does also increase when 
going from peripheral to central collisions. 

The increased production of d>s of about a factor of two seems compatible with what 
i- observed in the other strangeness experiments. 

A hadronic rescattering model proposed by Koch et al. [Koc90J, can explain both 
the .I/<1> suppression and the o enhancement . However, the observed 0 enhancement 
corresponds to an upper limit of the model, a possible further ii -rease when going to 
hea*ier projectiles would be a strong indication of formation of a quark gluon plasma. 

2.4.5 WA85 results 
The tra( king device of the W'ASo collaboration is seven wire chambers placed in the Omega 
magnet. I he chambers are modified in such -- way that only high pt - mid-rapidity tracks 
are accepted. This reduces the number of observed tracks in each collision considerably. 
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.MI tin- other hand the acceptance region of the experiment is limited to }.:)< y <3.0. 
p. Hli-V . . Dala arr laken in S + W interactions along with reference p + W reactions. 

Within ihi- acceptance region. K". A. A. E~and H~ have been identified. The A and 
\ prmlm-linn iiu rea.-e by a factor 1.7 when going from p + W to S + W reaction [Nar91]. 
in uein-ral asiieeiueni with the ol her experiments. 

So far. \V.\S."i is the only collaboration who have published results on production of 
inii l i ist ianie baryons. The observed H " / . \ ratio appears very high. This may indicate a 
hish degree of flavour equilibration, as discussed in the following section. 

I his thesis is based upon the work done in the WA85 collaboration and its successors. 
The U'A.vj experiment and results are discussed in detail in chapter 3. 

2.5 Multistrange theory 
I lie high H" production rate observed by WA85 has generated a considerable theoretical 
interest. In a naive picture one would expect it to be difficult to produce mult is trange 
baryon.- in a hadron gas. as one would have to produce two strange (anti)quarks in the 
collisions, alternatively a strange baryon would have to undergo a second strangeness-
producing collision. In a plasma containing a high number of ss quark pairs, it seems 
easier to group two (anti)strange quarks together with a light (anti)quark to form an 
I ant i Ibaryon. 

Several a t t empts have been made to study this process in more detail. H. Sorge and 
collaborators [Sor92] have extended their microscopic collision model RQMD to include 
coloured ropes', an extended region carrying colour charge. This model can describe the 

XA.'ii A production, but has so far not been applied to the WA85 data. 
Another approach is given by hydrodynamic flow models. Csernai et al. [Cse92] have 

-tudied a two-component flow model, consisting of light and strange quarks as the two 
components. Zimanyi et al. [Zim92] investigate the flavour aspects of the hadronisation 
phase transition. Neither of these models have produced results directly comparable to 
experimental da ta yet. 

J.Hafelski has published some considerations based on a completely equilibrated 
pi? Mia approach [Raf91]. With these assumptions, particle ratios are given by the chem
ical fngacities of the quark flavours in question. The chemical fugacity, A, is given by the 
chemical potential and the temperature by A = e " ' r , where /i is the chemical potential . 
The chemical fugacity for antiquarks is given as the inverse of the fugacity for quarks, 
fur thermore up and down qtiaiks are assumed to have the same chemical potential, giving 
the relevant variables A 9 .A g

 : . A a and A~ . 
The observed production ratios can then be given as 

H 3 A - ' A r 2 

\ \ A, 
K\ = 

and finallv 

fl-x = inr <"> 
A - ' A ; 2 A,-1 

A-*A- i A- ' ( 2 - 3 ) 
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All these ratios are measured experimentally by WA85. As a final point, the ratio 
A p turn* oul to lie the same as —~/\. Hence, this ratio can be predicted, and hopefull v 
I'ompari'it to forthcoming WA9-1 data . 

KlaboratiiiR ihesc formulae further. Rafelski is able explain the WAS5 data by assum
ing iO'.' fully equilibrated plasma in the reaction zone [Raf91]. 

I his approach is based on several assumptions, which are not obviously justified. First, 
all strangeness observed in the reaction is assumed to come from the plasma phase, undis-
turbed by the hadronisation phase transition and subsequent rescatterings. Furthermore. 
I he assumpl ion of complete equilibration may not be valid. 
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Chapter 3 

The WA85 Experiment 

The WAS") experiment is designed to investigate strangeness production in the high p,-
mid-rapidity region. Within this region, different strange particles can be identified. So 
far. K°. A. H~ and their antiparticles are seen. Only very central collisions are triggered. 
This highly-specific setup complements the wide range of more general purpose facilities 
discussed in the previous chapter, and the collaboration aims to study specific signals of 
dense matter production. 

3.1 Data taking 
WASo uses the heavy ion beam available in the CERN SPS accelerator. All ion data are 
taken with a sulphur beam, with an energy of 200 GeV per nucleon. The first batch of 
data was taken in 1987. The ten million triggers then taken are now fully analysed, and 
the results are published [Aba90, Aba91, Aba91a]. Most of the discussion in this chapter 
is based upon these data. 

Proton reference data were taken in 1988. These are also fully analysed, and the key 
results are published along with the 1987 ion data. 

The most interesting result obtained from the WA85 data (the E~/A ratio), suffers 
from low statistics. Another round of data taking was therefore carried out in 1990. Then 
90 million triggers of ion data and 110 million triggers of proton data were recorded on 
tape. The production part of the analysis of these data is completed, but the final physics 
analysis is still in progress. 

The WA85 data taking is now completed. The experimental program is carried on by 
the WA94 collaboration, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 

3.2 A p p a r a t u s 

3.2.1 The Omega Spectrometer 
The WASo experiment is carried out in the fi' spectrometer ' [Beu84], which is a general 
purpose facility located in the West experimental area of the CERN SPS. The fi magnet 

'The old fl spectrometer was renamed SY when it was upgraded and moved to a new position in the 
West Area. Its constituents (magnet, coordinate system etc.) are still conveniently labeled f2. 
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ron-i-t- (jf two Hclmholtz roils, which generate a close to uniform magnetic field of 1.8 
le-la. IIIMIIC (he magnet (here is an area of about six square metres, where various 

detectors can be placed. 
Mii.-1 experimental positions are given in the Q coordinate system. This system has 

its urigo in the centre of the f! magnet, close to the beam height. The downstream beam 
direction is defined as the positive X axis and the positive Z direction is upwards, towards 
the roof. The system is right-handed, with the Y axis along the floor (positive Y direction 
towards the Omega counting rooms). 

3.2.2 Wire Chambers 
The Omega facility is equipped with a number of general purpose multiwire proportional 

rhambers. Seven of these chambers, known as the 'A chambers", are used as the WA85 
t racking device. High energy sulphur collisions may produce thousands of tracks, which by-
no means can be identified in the wire chambers. The A chambers are therefore modified 
such that only a few tracks per event are accepted. The principle of this modification is 
known as the Butterfly geometry ' , and will be discussed later. 

Kach of the seven A chambers consists of three wire planes, separated by graphite-
painted cathodes. The wires in these three planes, known as U, V and Y, have different 
directions. The Y wires are vertical, so the number of the hit wire relates directly to the 
Y coordinate. The I ' and V wires are inclined at +10.14° and -10.14" to the vertical 
respectively. Three wire hits are sufficient to obtain one space point. The resolution in 
the horisontal (Y) direction is bet ter than the resolution in the vertical (Z) direction. This 
is desirable, as the magnetic field bends t h e particles horisontally, whereas the tracks are 
straight in the Z direction. 

Kach wire plane contains 752 anode wires, with an internal spacing of 2 mm. The Al 
chamber is positioned at X=90 cm, the most distant chamber (A7) is placed at X=240 
cm. 

Four "butterflied" lever arm chambers, marked MY1-4 in figure 3.1, are placed outside 
the magnetic field. Kach chamber consists of 786 vertical (Y) wires with a 4 m m pitch. 
They are placed at X=312, 315, 427 and 430 cm, and are used to improve the momentum 
resolution of the tracks reconstructed in t h e A chambers. 

3.2.3 Other detectors 
The complete detector setup used by WA8o in the 1987 run is shown in figure 3.1. In 
addition to the tracking device, there is a number of other counters, mainly used for 
triggering purposes. Scintillator counters are placed at the positions labeled by 5. I 'and 
("in the figure. 

A thin tungsten target is placed at X = - 1 4 0 cm in the Omega coordinate system. In 
the ]!!S7 sulphur run, the target thickness was 200 /im (0.5% interaction length), in the 
1!)!)0 it was replaced by a 500 ftm target (1.2% interaction length) in order to increase 
the event rate . 

Two silicon microstrip arrays mounted 15 cm downstream of the target , measure the 
track multiplicity. Each array has a sensitive area of 2.5 x 2.5 c m 2 . The two arrays are 
mourned above and below the beam respectively. They cover a pseudorapidity region 
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Figure 3.1: WA85 setup for 1987 run 
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ol' '-'< '/ < 3 . l . A simulation study has shown [Nar91] the microstrip multiplicity to be 
proporlional to the total rapidity density. 

'1 \vo siiniillator hodoscopes with a butterfly geometry are mounted behind the A 
chambers. These are labeled l[Z0 and HZ1 in figure 3.1. and are used in the trigger to 
ensure that at least one track passes through the chambers. 

Finally, a hadron calorimeter is placed at X=25 m in the Omega coordinate system. 
This is used as a veto counter, as the trigger logic required a low energy deposit in the 
forward direction. At the same t ime it works as a beam dump. 

3.2.4 The Cerenkov detector CI 
The setup of the 1990 run is shown in figure 3.2. In addition to the detectors used in 
the 19S7 run. a threshold Cerenkov is added 13 m downstreams. The Cerenkov, labeled 
CI in figure 3.2. is placed to one side of the beam axis, and lifted so that only high p, 
particles can reach it. The detector is filled with freon 12, giving threshold momenta at 
3.1 G e \ ' / c . !0.8 GeY/c and 20.5 GeV/c for pions, kaons and protons respectively. 

Scintillator hodoscopes. labeled HY1 and HY2 in figure 3.2. are mounted in front of 
and behind the Cerenkov. These hodoscopes are used to identify particles passing through 
CI . 

If a particle in the momentum range 11-20 G e V / c is a pion or kaon, it will produce 
a signal in C I . Protons and antiprotons will not be seen in the detector, but they will 
leave traces in the two hodoscopes in front of and behind the Cerenkov. Thus, it should 
be possible to identify protons and antiprotons. (The magnetic field was reversed once 
during the r . n period, to allow particles of the opposite polarity to reach the Cerenkov.) 

In the analysis phase, it turned out to be too much noise in the Cerenkov to extract 
a «'liable signal. 

3.3 The trigger 
The trigger logic is designed to select central collisions only. The first part of the logic 

ensures there is a clean and well aligned beam. A signal is required in the beam counters, 
labeled S and the upstream C in figure 3.1. The veto counter labeled V is a scintillator 
with a small hole in the centre to let the beam pass through. There should be no signal 
in 1 his counter. 

I he second part of the trigger logic ensures that a central collision has taken place. 
A minimum multiplicity of 6 hits is required in each microstrip array, there should be no 
signal in the downstream C (if there is a central interaction in the target, there should be 
no ions downstream) and there should be a low energy deposit in the forward calorimeter. 

The third trigger component selects useful events in the detector setup. All further 
analysis is based on the tracks in the A chambers, and a signal in the HZ hodoscopes 
i- required to ensure that at least one charged particle has passed through the sensitive 
region of the chambers. In the 1987 run at least two hits in HZ1 were required, in the 
1'1'tO run at least one correlated hit in HZO and HZ1 was demanded. 
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3.4 The Butterfly Geometry 
A central sulphur-tungsten interaction may produce several hundreds of charged parti
cle-. Such multiplicities cannot be handled by a small number of multiwire proportional 
chambers. WAS") has opted to study the high p,-central rapidity zone only. There are 
univ a few tracks per event in this region, and the detectors are modified to be insensitive 
tu all the other tracks produced in the reaction. 

The principle of this modification is shown in figure 3.3. Tracks with a given momen
tum will sweep out a cone as the direction of the transverse component of the momentum 
varies (iig. 3.3 a). In any YZ plane, as set up by the chambers, this cone will be seen as 
a circle. If the transverse momentum component is kept constant and the longitudinal 
component is decreased, the radius of the circle increases, as shown by the dotted lines 
in fig. 3.3 b and c. When the magnetic field is turned on, the track with the smaller 
longitudinal momentum (and larger circle) gets a larger horisontal displacement than the 
track with the larger pi(dotted line in fig. 3.3d). Hence, the tracks with a p, smaller than 
sume Pimin- will be confined to the non-shaded regions of fig. 3.3e. 

The A chambers are made insensitive in the relevant regions by removing graphite 
paint on the cathode planes [Beu86]. In the WA85 setup, only the upper part of the 
shaded region of fig. 3.3e is kept sensitive. The shape and the size of the sensitive region 
varies from chamber to chamber, to make the geometrical acceptance similar for all planes. 

The average number of tracks per event is 7.5 in sulphur-tungsten data. A "typical" 
«•vent from the WAS5 1987 data, with 7 reconstructed tracks, is shown in figure 3.4. As 
«an be seen from the figure, the number of tracks is managable, and there are not too 
many background hits in the chambers. 

3.5 Track reconstruction 
A general track reconstruction program named TRIDENT [Las79, *jas80] is developed 
for the ft facility. A special version of this program, adapted to the experimental layout, 
is used by WA85. This program reads wire hits from the raw data tapes. Then elliptic 
tracks are fitted in the Y projection only (which is the bend direction of the magnetic 
field). Finally the possible Y tracks are compared to track candidates in the I" and V 
planes, to obtain a complete three-dimensional track. 

Once the tracks are found, a three-dimensional fit is performed to obtain the optimal 
track parameters. These parameters are written to the output file, along with the original 
raw data. 

Kach raw data tape contains about 180 Mbytes of data. TRIDENT processing of one 
such tape consumes about ten hours of IBM 3090 processing time. In the 1990 run, 700 
raw data tapes were recorded. 

The various strange particles are detected by their decay patterns. We identify As by 
the weak decay A—»p+ir" and K°s by K° -» T + + T" . These branches correspond to 64% 
and 697< of the total decays respectively. Experimentally such decays can be detected by 
finding track pairs that intersect at a position well separated from the target. 

The TRIDENT output is passed through another program, named STRIPV0, that 
searches for all possible charged tracks that cross each other. The distance of closest 
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Figure 3.4: A fully reconstructed VVA85 1987 event 

approach is calculated for any pair of tracks related to a positive and a negative particle. 
If this distance is greater than 2 cm, the pair is rejected. Furthermore, the position of 
the V° vertex is required to lie in the range -40 cm<X<90 cm. The upper limit is the 
position of the first chamber, the lower limit is decided by acceptance considerations. 
Finally, a cut is made on the transverse momentum of the decay tracks with respect to 
the momentum of the V°. This quantity, q,, is required to be less than 0.4 GeV/c. Real 
V°s have a q, less than 0.2 GeV/c. 

Track pairs that fulfill all the requirements listed above, are written to a special Data 
Summary Tape (DST) of V° candidates. In the final step of analysis, the V° candidates 
are subjected to various cuts, corresponding to different physical particles. These cuts 
are different for each of the strange particles in question, and will be discussed below. 

3.6 A reconstruction 
The DST of \"° candidates produced by STR1PV0 is passed through the ANALYZ90 
program to identify lamdbas and anti-lambdas. A number of cuts are made in order to 
make a proper identification. The cuts are discussed in detail after the short summary 
given below. 

1. The distance of closest approach between the two decay track candidates is 
required to be < 1 cm. 

2. F.ach track is required to have at least four space points from the chambers. 
(One space point is obtained by a combination of Y, U and V wire hits.) 
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•'). Hot li decay tracks are required to trace through the sensitive region of all the 
seven chambers (although we don't require all of them to fire). 

I. The X coordinate of the decay vertex is in the range 0 < X < 90 cm. 
•"). The angle between the V° trajectory and a line coming from the target is less 

than 0.75'. 
(i. The Podolanski-Armenteros parameters \a\ > 0.45 and qt > 0.01 GeV/c. (See 

discussion below.) 
7. The decay tracks miss the target, \AY\ > 1.8 cm for pions and |A>'| > 0.8 cm 

for protons. 
8. The rapidity and transverse momentum are within the defined acceptance re

gion, see figure 3.7. 
9. The effective mass is within m A ± 25 MeV/c 2. 

The tightened cut on the distance of closest approach of the decay tracks compared 
to STRIPV0. was decide! upon after a Monte Carlo study [Eva92] had shown that the 
background would be reduced while not many lambdas get lost this way. 

A minimum number of hits per track is necessary to make a reliable reconstruction, 
and to obtain the momentum of the particles in question. 

The requirement of having all tracks trace all the chambers is introduced to make 
accurate acceptance calculations possible. 

A Monte Carlo distribution of the X vertex postion of As whose decay tracks trace 
all the seven chambers is shown in figure 3.5. The number of such lambdas decreases 
rapidly with decreasing X. Background tracks which cross, and thereby produce fake V°s, 
teid to come from the target. The number of such V°s increase with decreasing X. The 
lightened cut at X=0 cm was introduced to reduce the background in the A sample. 

The decay tracks themselves are required not to point to the target. By a geometrical 
consideration it can be shown that the maximal distance between the two possible crossing 
points of the V° track trajectories is 40 cm for lambdas. Since the A is required to decay 
at least 110 cm from the target, one can safely require a minimum separation from the 
target in the bend direction, in our case 1.8 cm for pions and 0.8 cm for protons. The 
lambda itself, however, should come from the target, ?»jd the angle of deviation is required 
to be less than 0-75°. 

The V° candidates can be identified by their appearance in the Podolanski-Armenteros 
plot [Pod54j. The three-momenta of the decay particles are decomposed into components 
parallell and transverse to the V° direction of motion. The longitudinal momentum 
component of the positive decay particle is labeled g/"; the negative decay particle has 
momentum component qf. The transverse momentum component is defined as q,. 

The Podolanski-Armenteros plot is a scatter plot of the transvers; momentum com
ponent qt versus the variable a, defined by 

— ^ (3.1) 

A Podolanski-Armenteros plot from the 1987 data is shown in figure 3.6. The kinemat-
ically allowed region for the different particles corresponds to ellipses in this plot. The 
ellipses for K°s and A/A overlap in some regions, but some unambiguous areas remain. 
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Figr ? 3.5: X position of decay vertices of Monte Carlo lamdas. 
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Figure 3.6: Podolanski-Armenteros plot for WA85 1987 data 

There is a clear accumulation of points around the ellipses coresponding to K°, A and 
A. Close to these bands the background is low. The high number of points in the upper 
part of the figure corresponds to fake V°s produced by crossing tracks coming from the 
target. The accumulation of points close to the a axis corresponds to gamma conversions. 
To eliminate these sources of background, cuts on qt (0.01 GeV/c < qt <0.4 GeV/c) are 
imposed. The cut on a ( |Q| > 0.45) includes the full kinematically allowed regions for 
As. while most of the background is rejected. 

The Butterfly geometry of the tracking device makes the geometric acceptance of the 
experiment limited. Figure 3.7 shows the region where the acceptance is considered good. 
Only particles falling within this region are included in the analysis. 

The effect of the cuts can be illustrated by the effective mass plots shown in figure 3.8. 
In picture a), cuts 1-4 have been applied, in b) cuts 1-5, in c) cuts 1-6 and in d) cuts 1-8. 
Even when only the basic geometric cuts are used (picture a)), a peak can be seen at the 
lamda mass, but the background is large. The Armenteros plot variable cuts eliminate 
most of the background, and the signal is rather clean even before the final mass cut 
(picture d)). 

3.7 E reconstruction 
=.- and Z"̂  particles are identified by their decay E~ -» A + i " . The STRIPVO DST is 
passed through the WA85XI program. This program looks for single tracks that intersect 
the V'° line of flight. Again a number of cuts are imposed on the H~ candidates. 
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Figure 3.7: VVA85 acceptance region 

Cuts applied on the V° of the H" candidate: 

1. The distance of closest approach between the two decay tracks is < 1.6 cm. 
2. Each decay track has at least four space points. 
J. Each track traces through the sensitive region of the first four chambers. 
-1. The X coordinate of the V° vertex is in the range -15 < X < 90 cm. 
•5. M > 0.40 and q, <0.12 GeV/c. 
6. The effective mass is within ntA ± 40 MeV/c2. 

The cuts applied on the E" candidate itself are: 

1. The distance of closest approach between the V° and the pion track is < 1.6 cm. 
2. The pion track has at least four space points. 
3. The pion track trace through the sensitive region of the first four chambers. 
4. The X coordinate of the E~ decay vertex is in the range -40 < X < 90 cm. 
5. The E~ vertex is before the V° vertex. 
6. The E~ trace back to the target, |AV=| < 2 cm. 
7. The pion track miss the target, \AY*\ > 11 cm. 
S. Acceptance region for E"s: 2.3 < y < 3.0, 1.1 < p,< 3.3 GeV/c. 
9. The effectice mass is within m= ± 50 MeV/c 2. 

These cuts are rather similar to the ones used for As, discussed in the previous section. 
The E"s have shorter life times than As, and Monte Carlo studies confirm that the lower 
limit on the vertex position should be closer to the target than is the case for lambdas. 
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Figure 3.8: Effective mass plots of A candidates after cuts a) 1 to 4, b) 1 to 5, c) 1 to 6 
and d) 1 to 8. The cuts are defined in section 3.6 
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Figure 3.9: A fully reconstructed event with a =. candidate 

The requirement that all tracks should trace through all the chambers is also relaxed, 
in order to get a reasonable acceptance, but the basic requirement of four space points 
per track is unchanged. Altogether, the acceptance region for E~s are somewhat different 
from As. This has to be taken into account when production ratios of the different 
particles are calculated. 

A fully reconstructed event with a H" (actually an E~) candidate is shown in figure 3.9. 
All the decay tracks are well identified, and the background is still low. An effective mass 
plot of the H" candidates is shown in figure 3.10. 

3.8 A corrections 
As can be seen from figure 3.6, the Armenteros plot ellipses for lambdas and kaons overlap 
in some regions. This cause a certain contamination of K cs in the lambda sample. To 
avoid this ambiguity, an additional cut is imposed on the a parameter. Thus, unambigu
ous As and As are identified by the cut 0.45 < |o | < 0.60. 

Some of the As observed in the wire chambers are likely to originate from =.' decays. 
The number of E"s in the region 2.3 < y < 3.0, 1.1 < p, < 3.3 GeV/c is known from the 
experiment. Monte Carlo studies based on this information [Aba91aJ have been carried 
out to estimate the production of H"s in the total A acceptance region. This study gives a 
total contamination of the A sample of 22 ± 4 %. The number of H~s is too low to apply 
the same technique to obtain the contamination of the As. An estimate can be obtained 
from the measured A/A and H"/H~ ratios, along with the number obtained above. From 
t hese considerat ions, 45 ± 12 % of the A sample seem to originate from H~ decays. 
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Figure 3.10: Effective mass plots for 5~ and H~ candidates 

Table 3.1: Raw data yields for different particle species in 1987/88 runs 

Species SW pW 
A (all) 13307 3223 
A (unambiguous) 5586 1141 
A (all) 3407 959 
A (unambiguous) 1138 365 
K? 2753 1001 

108 82 
H~ 44 22 

3.9 WA85 results 
The data taken in 1987/88 were subject to the analysis discussed in the previous sections. 
After all cuts, the raw data yields were as shown in table 3.1. 

3.9.1 Multiplicity dependence 
The total multiplicity measured in the two microstrip planes is closely related to the 
centrality of the collision. The formation of hot and dense matter is expected to be most 
developed in central collisions. If a centrality dependence of some quantity is observed, 
this could give evidence of production mechanisms involving a hot zone at central rapidity. 
NA35 has observed an increasing production of strange particles when going from low 
multiplicity to high multiplicity, as discussed in chapter 2. 

The multiplicity dependence of lambdas and of charged particles in WA85 is shown 
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Figure 3.11: Multiplicity dependence of lambdas and negative particles 

in figure 3.11 [Aba90]. Figure 3.11 (a) shows all negative particles, (b) lambdas and (c) 
anti-lambdas. The lower points (triangles) are corrected for geometrical acceptance only, 
the upper points (circles) are corrected for geometrical acceptance and reconstruction 
efficiency (discussed below). Figure 3.11 (d) shows the above quantities divided by mi-
trostrip multiplicity as a function of multiplicity. All the three ratios are compatible with 
being constant over the range of multiplicities in question. The WA85 trigger excludes 
peripheral collisions, so the data cannot be extended to the low multiplicity region of 
the NA35 data sample. Hence there is not necessarily a disagreement between the two 
experiments. 

3.9.2 Transverse mass distributions 

Particles emitted from a thermal source are expected to have a transverse mass distribu
tion given by [Egg91] 

1 dN 
mt dmj 

,0m, (3.2) 
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Figure 3.12: Transverse mass distributions for kaons and negative particles 

where .1 is the inverse temperature and m, is the transverse mass (m (= ^/p t

2 + m 2). This 
formula is valid for particles of a given rapidity. To approximate this condition, particles 
in a narrow rapidity region (2.4 < y < 2.6) were chosen from the WA85 data sample. The 
experimental acceptance does not vary much within this interval. The mt distributions 
for the various particle species are shown in figures 3.12 and 3.13. Figure 3.12 shows 
the kaon distributions in sulphur and proton reactions [Kin92]. Figure 3.13 shows the 
transverse mass distributions for the observed baryons, along with the sum of the negative 
particles. The number of H"s observed was too low to extract a m ( distribution. 

The inverse slopes of the transverse mass distributions can be associated with a tem
perature. The temperatures thus extracted are summarised in table 3.2. The tempera
tures related to the strange particle species are all compatible with a value of about 230 
MeV. The temperature related to all negative particles (mostly pions) appears slightly 
higher. The higher pion temperature might be due to the Cronin effect [Sch92, Cro75]. 
A high p, enhancement is seen above pi= 1 GeV/c in figure 1.8. This region includes the 
whole acceptance region of WA85. The Cronin effect is more pronounced in pion spectra 
than in proton and deuteron spectra [Cro75], and it seems reasonable that this trend 
could continue towards the heavier A and E baryons. All temperatures are slightly higher 
than what is observed in most other experiments. This can be due to the very central 
trigger in WA85. 

The total abundance of all the strange particles in question seems to increase by a 
factor of about two compared to the total production of negative particles, when going 
from proton tungsten to central sulphur-tungsten interactions. Transverse mass distri
butions for A. A and negatives in pW and SW reactions are shown in figure 3.14. The 
hyperon production cross section compared to the negatives is clearly higher in SW data 
than in pW data. This is in fair agreement with what is observed in other experiments, 
as discussed in chapter 2. 
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Figure 3.13: Transverse mass distributions for baryons and negative particles in sulphur-
tungsten reactions 

Table 3.2: Inverse slopes of various particle species 

Species Inverse Error (MeV) 
slope (MeV) statistical systematical 

h- 256 ± 3 ± 1 5 
A 238 ± 9 ± 1 5 
A 201 ± 2 4 ± 1 5 
K; 224 ± 5 ± 1 5 

233 ± 5 4 ± 1 5 
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Figure 3.14: Transverse mass distributions in sulphur-tungsten and proton-tungsten in
teraction?. 
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Table 3.3: Relative production rates for various hyperons 

Ratio m,> 1.72 GeV 1 < p,< 2GeV/c 
A/A 0.13 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.03 
H-/H" 0.39 ± 0.07 0.39 ± 0.07 
Z-/A 0.20 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.02 
H-/A 0.6 ± 0.2 0.33 ±0.11 

3.9.3 Particle abundance ratios 
To calculate the ratio of production of different particle species, a good control of the 
various sources of error in the experiment is needed. The data are corrected for accep-
iames. reconstruction efficiency, ambiguities in the particle identification and feed-down 
production of As from H" decay. 

To compare with other experiments, the cuts in rapidity and p, should be similar. 
Due to the different masses of H~s and As, the production ratio is different depending on 
whether a p, or mt cut is used. The experimental values obtained from the WA85 1987 
dala are shown in table 3.3 [Aba91a]. The strange baryon production ratios observed 
by WAS"), are compared to previous experiments in figure 3.15. The H~/A ratio seems 
compatible with previous data, but the S"/A ratio appears mujh higher in the WA85 ion 
data than in previous e + e" and proton-proton data. The error bars are large, however, 
mostly due to the very limited number of H~s in the 1987 data sample. This situation 
U expected to improve when the analysis of the 1990 data is completed, with its 7-fold 
increase in statistics. 

3.10 Reconstruction efficiency 
A perfect detector would detect all particles coming out of the reaction zone. In real de-
lectors, some particles are lost, and fake signals may occur. Two major effects contribute 
to loss of tracks in the WA85 setup: 

Geometrical acceptance: is a measure of what part of space is covered by detectors. 

Reconstruction efficiency: gives the detectors' ability to reliably sense the particles 
that pass through them, combined with the ability of the analysis programs to 
reconstruct the correct signal from the detectors. 

I lie geometrical acceptance of the WA85 detector setup is optimised to cover a small 
amount of phase space only. The acceptance can be measured by pure geometrical consid-
eralions. (the chambers are only sensitive above the beam, and only within the butterflied 
region etc.). Furthermore, the effect of unseen decay modes (like \~> n + x° ) is included 
in the acceptance. 

I he reconstruction efficiency depends both on the quality of the physical detector 
and the features of the off line reconstruction program chain. A particle which flies 
through the chambers will normally leave a track, which can later on be reconstructed. 
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At sumi- instances, the chambers may be inefficient, so no wire hit is recorded. Also, the 
reconstruction program may be inable to reconstruct tracks from correctly recorded wire 
liits. (his would typically be the case if the hit density is too large, making the algorithm 
unable to "roup the correct hits into tracks. 

The complete reconstruction efficiency is estimated by Monte Carlo methods. A num
ber of particles are generated randomly according to given distribution functions. These 
particles are then implanted into real events, and the merged events are fed through the 
normal analysis chain. Finally the number of reconstructed particles is compared to the 
number of generated ones. The reconstruction efficiency can then be calculated. The 
method is discussed in further detail below. 

3.10.1 Smearing 

Due to the finite resolution of the detector system, the measured quantit ies will in princi
ple deviate from the ' t rue ' values carried by the physical particle. This effect may cause 
particles within the acceptance region to get lost, because their reconstructed values may 
fall outside the experimental cuts . On the other hand, particles with "true' y-p, values 
outside the cuts may get reconstructed values within the acceptance region. 

These effects should be taken into account when calculating reconstruction efficiency. 
The loss of good' particles will occur trivially. To allow for smearing in the opposite 
direction. Monte Carlo particles are generated in a slightly larger y-p, region than the 
one decided by the final experimental cuts. The Monte Carlo particles are tagged, so the 
reconstruction efficiency can be calculated as the number of particles found within the 
acceptance region divided by the number of particles generated within the same window. 

3.10.2 The NAININ program 

The XAI.NTX ' program is the first step in the reconstruction efficiency program chain. 
This program generates the Monte Carlo particles which will later on be merged with 
background data . A separate version of NAININ exists for each of the particle species in 
question. The th ree -momentac f the particles in question are generated according to the 
distribution functions discussed below. Then the NAININ cuts (which take smearing into 
account) are applied. If t h e part icle fails NAININ cuts, it is discarded, and a new particle 
is generated. If the particle passes the NAININ cuts, it is tested and tagged according to 
the real experimental cuts. All relevant information is written to files. 

The tempera ture in the transverse momentum distribution function is based on the 
measured quanti ty from the WA85 1987 data . The final geometry cuts require the tracks 
to pass more than 1 cm from the edge of the sensitive region of the chambers, to avoid 
physical edge effects. The NAININ cuts include the whole sensitive region, to account for 
smearing effects. 

'The program name MAIN, ihe French word for dwarf, wai selected to mark the contrast lo the huge 
giniral purpoM' HcK-cior simulation program GEA.N'T (giant), available in the CERN program library 
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Table 3.4: XAIXIX details 

DMriliiition functions 
— s As i s 

. Rapidity 
Geometry (6.0) 
1 ransverse momentum 

Vertex position (Xi) 
Vertex position (Lambda) 

flat flat flat 
flat flat flat 

Pte-r"", p,e-T"", p ( e _ +"". 
T=200 MeV T=200 MeV T=200 MeV 

flat 
flat flat 

XAIXIX cuts 
Rapidity 
Transverse momentum 
Gr-omel ry 

Vertex position (Xi) 
Vertex position (Lambda) 

2 . 1 < y < 3 . 1 2 . 0 < y < 3 . 2 2.1 < y < 3.1 
0.9 < pt< 3.4 0.7 < p,< 3.0 0.7 < p,< 3.0 
trace A1-A4, trace A1-A7. trace A1-A7, 

sensitive region sensitive region sensitive region 
-70 < X < 90 cm 
-35 < X < 90 cm -20 < X < 90 cm 

3.10.3 The NAIN program 
The Monte Carlo data generated by NAININ is read by NAIN". This program traces 
I he Monte Carlo particles through the Omega magnetic field, and calculates which wires 
should be hit in the A chambers. If a track passes the gap between two wires, more than 
1/3 of the wire pitch distance from any of the single wires, a hit is produced in both of 
them. 

A real event is then read from a TRIDENT output tape (which also contains the raw 
data). The Monte Carlo hits are merged with the real hits, and a new file is written in 
raw data format. This raw data file is then run through the normal analysis chain. 

A sample of 'background tapes' is generated from the 1990 data. These tapes contain 
selected events in which no V° candidate was found by STRIPVO. (There might of 
course be real V°s there, which escaped reconstruction.) The background events are 
selected randomly from the sample of 700 raw data tapes. All reconstruction efficiency 
calculations are based on these background events. 

3.10.4 Lambda efficiencies 
The 'raw data tape' produced by N'AIN is passed through the normal TRIDENT and 
.STRIPVO programs. Then the output of STRIPVO is compared to the Monte Carlo out
put from NAININ. The V° candidates from STRIPVO are subjected to the cuts discussed 
in section 3.6. The reconstruction efficiency is computed as 

eff. = £ = * (3.3) 

where N s , n is the number of lambdas generated within the experimental cuts. (These 
are tagged by XAIXIX.) The efficiency depends on the multiplicity, and is plotted as a 



Table 3.5: Ree instruct ion efficiencies for lambdas 

Multiplicity Number of events Good lambdas Found lambdas Efficiency (%) 
0.- 11). 223705 117567 42507 36.2 ± 0.2 
0.- 1. 794 405 270 64.7 ± 4.6 
1.- 8. 10474 5546 3354 60.9 ± 1.2 

s.- 12. 43792 23198 12570 54.6 ± 0.6 
12.- 16. 73376 38455 16290 42.2 ± 0.4 
16.- 20. 58648 30641 8097 26.3 ± 0.3 
20.- 24. 25632 13426 1743 12.9 ± 0.3 
21.- 28. 6257 3348 171 5.2 ± 0.4 
2S.- 32. 881 468 12 2.6 ± 0.8 
32.- 36. 114 58 0 0.0 ± 0.0 
36.- 10. 15 6 0 0.0 ± 0.0 

function of the average number of cluster hits in the A chambers. (If adjacent wires fire, 
tin' hit is recorded as a 'cluster', where first wire number and number of fired wires are 
given. The number of clusters in each plane is summed, and divided by 21 (number of 
wire planes) to give the average multiplicity.) 

The efficiencies obtained for the WA85 1990 data are shown in table 3.5. These 
numbers are based on 223705 events from the background tapes. NAININ generated 
117567 lambdas satisfying all experimental cuts, the remaining Monte Carlo particles 
were slightly outside the acceptance to account for smearing. The STRIPV0 program 
and the ANAI.YZ90 equivalent reconstructed 42507 lambdas, giving an overall efficiency 
of 36.2 ± 0.4 l'A. errors given by statistics. 

3.10.5 Pion efficiencies 
The pion events are naturally not passed through the V° finding procedure. The program 
KKC'PI reads TRIDENT output, and tries to find a track similar to the one implanted 
by NAINIV The distances between the Monte Carlo track and each experimental track 
in chamber Al and A7 are calculated. These distances are calculated separately in the Y 
and Z component. Each component is squared, then the Z components are divided by 5 
to take the better resolution in the Y direction into account. Finally the sum of squares 
i>. calculated for each track. In each event the track with the smallest sum of squares is 
selected. The Al Y coordinate of this track is compared to the Al Y coordinate of the 
Monte Carlo track. If the distance between these two coordinates is less than 0.5 cm, the 
pion is considered "found'. The reconstruction efficiency is defined by 

eff = N„ 
N., 

(3.4) 

where only the pions tagged as being inside the experimental cuts are counted in N 8 e„. 
lTie experimental cuts used are the same as the ones applied for lambdas, naturally 
excluding the vertex position. 
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Table 3.6: Reconstruction efficiencies for pions 

Multiplicity Good pions Found pions Efficiency (7c) 
0.- 40. 52413 42272 80.7 ± 0.5 
0.- 4. 
4.- 8. 
8.- 12. 
12.- 16. 
16.- 20. 
20.- 24. 
24.- 28. 
28.- 32. 
32.- 36. 
36.- 40. 

376 371 
3541 3469 

12301 11441 
17546 15012 
12409 8954 
4968 2607 
1104 389 
145 28 
20 1 
2 0 

98.7 ± 7.2 
98.0 ± 2.3 
93.0 ± 1.2 
85.6 ± 1.0 
72.2 ± 1.0 
52.5 ± 1.3 
35.2 ± 2.1 
19.3 ± 4.0 
5.0 ± 5.1 
0.0 ± 0.0 

The clficiencicsobtained for the WA85 1990 da ta are summarised in table 3.6. NAINPI 
generated 52413 pions satisfying all experimental cuts. They were implanted into the 
background events, where 42272 pion tracks were succesfully reconstructed by T R I D E N T , 
giving an overall efficiency of 80.7 ± 0.5 %. The pion reconstruction efficiency is calculated 
as a function of average number of cluster hits in the A chambers, as discussed in the 
previous section. 

3.10.6 Other efficiencies 
Similar calculations are carried out for all particles in question (K°, A, H~, S~), by several 
laboratories inside the collaboration. Separate versions of NAININ and the final efficiency 
program exist for each particle species; the NAIN and T R I D E N T programs are the same 
throughout . 

The reconstruction efficiencies for H~s [Eva93], are given in table 3.7. The overall 
efficiency is 19.7 ± 0.3% . 

The efficiencies for antiparticles are slightly different from the efficiency of their cor
responding particles, since more positive than negative particles produce tracks in the 
chambers. (As is shown in the tables above, the efficiency drops rapidly with increasing 
track density.) Phis effect is rather small, and the antiparticle efficiencies are close to 
those of the corresponding particles. 

3.11 Positive/negative ratio 
1 he relative number of tracks produced by positive and negative particles may provide 
useful information of the dynamics of the heavy ion reaction. Since the atomic electrons 
don't lake part in the reaction (the projectile electrons are stripped off prior to accelera
tion, the target electrons are blown off when the collision take place), there is an excess 
of positive particles due to the incoming protons. 
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Table 3.7: Reconstruction efficiencies for xis 

Multiplicity Efficiency (9c) 
0.- 40. 19.7 ± 0.3 
0.-4. 
4.-8. 
8.- 12. 
12.- 16. 
16.- 20. 
20.- 24. 
24.- 28. 

38.1 ± 9.5 
45.0 ± 2.1 
34.1 ± 0.9 
22.9 ± 0.5 
12.2 ± 0.4 
3.7 ± 0.4 
1.2 ± 0.4 

Preliminary results from the WA85 1990 sulphur-tungsten data are shown in fig
ure :i. 16. along with reference data taken by a Chicago-Princeton collaboration in proton-
mulcus interactions [Ant79]. Both the sulphur-t'-ngsten and proton-tungsten data taken 
at 200 CleV show a strong depenuenceon p e . 

Hie WAS5 data are subject to some initial cuts; all tracks should trace back to the 
target (± 6 cm), they should pass through the sensitive region of all the chambers, and 
they should contain at least four space points. There is as yet no cut in rapidity or 
transverse momentum. Neither are any corrections done. 

Efficiency and acceptance corrections must be applied before a final positive/negative 
ratio can be presented. To make proper corrections, the particles in question should be 
identified (pion. kaon or proton). This is not possible in the WA85 setup. To carry 
the analysis further, the relative production ratio of these particle species must ei'her be 
obtained from other experiments, or extracted from model calculations. The latter option 
would of course make the experimental result model dependent to some extent. Further 
work in this direction is in progress [Lov93]. 

A QCiSM cascade model calculation [Ame90] shows a slight increase in the posi
tive/negative ratio with transverse momentum, stabilising at a value around 1.5 at trans
verse momenta above 1.0 GeV/c, in central sulphur-tungsten interactions. This effect is 
weaker than the one observed in the experimental data. The QGSM results are shown in 
figure 3.17. 

The observed p, dependence of the positive/negative ratio might be explained by 
collective flow effects. A large fraction of the detected positive particles are protons. The 
proton production cross section obtained from the hydrodynamic Bow model of Csernai 
and collaborators, peaks at a higher value of p, than is the case for pions [Cse89]. The 
effect is illustrated in figure 3.18, taken from [Cse89], which shows transverse momentum 
spectra for pions. kaons and protons. 
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Figure 3.16: Positive/negative ratios from WA85 1990 data (S+W) and Chicago-
Princeton reference data (p+W, marked with diamonds). 
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Figure 3.17: Positive/negative ratios calculated by QGSM 
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Figure 3.18: Transverse momentum spectra of pions, kaons and protons, produced by the 
hydrodynamic model of Csernai et al. [Cse89] 
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Chapter 4 
The WA94 Experiment 

I lie experimental programme of the WA85 collaboration was continued by the WA94 
collaboration from 1991. 

The WA94 experiment takes data from sulphur-sulphur interactions, provided by the 
200 0 \ -A sulphur beam in the CERN SPS. By the symmetry in this reaction, a wider 
region of phase space can be investigated than was the case in WA85. Furthermore, sym-
metric sulphur on sulphur collisions will be a useful reference to the lead-lead experiments 
foreseen at the SPS in the autumn of 1994. The WA97 experiment, which is based on 
the \VASo/\VA94 setup, is already approved to take part in this programme. 

In addition to the particle species already identified by WA85, WA94 intends to mea
sure the production of protons and antiprotons. Thereby baryons carrying 0,1,2 and 
hopefully 3 units of strangeness can be studied. The fi~ can be identified by methods 
very similar to the H" identification, once the number of produced fi~s is sufficient to 
obtain a statistically significant result. To identify the protons among the 'stable' parti
cles produced in the reaction (pions, kaons and protons), a RICH detector has been used. 
This detector will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

4.1 Data taking 
The \V.-\9t experiment runs with two different setups. In the 1991 run the butterflied 
Omega chambers were used to obtain hyperon production yields. The 900 tapes of raw 
data taken contain 100 million triggers. Proton production was measured by the RICH 
detector along with a silicon telescope in the 1992 run, resulting in 250 tapes of raw data, 
with 20 million triggers. Proton reference data for both setups will be taken in 1993 and 
1991. 

The offline production phase of the 1991 chamber data is completed. Further analysis 
is in progress. The offline processing of the 1992 data is still undf preparation. 

4.2 Apparatus 
The experimental layout used in the 1991 run, is shown in figure 4.1. This setup closely 
resembles that of WA85, discussed in some detail in the previous chapter. The pixel and 
PAD detectors are lo be used in the lead beam by the WA97 collaboration, and were only 
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tested in this setup. The RICH detector and the additional wire chambers were operated 
in the 1!)!IL' run of WAH-1. They were only tested for short periods during the 1991 run. 

The |!I'I2 layout is shown in figure 1.2. In this setup all wire chambers inside the fj 
magnet are removed, and a new silicon microstrip telescope acts as tracking device. The 
RICH is operational, as well as the additional wire chambers located behind the RICH 
(they are known as 'B chambers ' ) . The small "fast RICH' located inside the Q magnet 
was used for test purposes only, and was only operated for a short period of t ime. 

4.2.1 The silicon telescope 
The silicon telescope consists of 14 planes of silicon microstrip detectors. Each detector 
has a sensitive region of 5 x 5 cm 2 . The detector surface is divided into strips which 
can be read out separately. The strip number is the analogous of the wire number in a 
traditional wire chamber. The first 10 planes have a resolution of 50 /tm ( the sensitive 
region consists of 1024 strips). The last four planes have 2048 strips per plane, with a 
resolution of 25 //m. 

Mach plane gives one space coordinate only. To obtain three-dimensional space points, 
the planes have different orientations. Y planes have vertical strips, making the hit strip 
number proportional to the Y coordinate in space. The Z planes have their strips in the 
horizontal direction. The V planes are rotated 10.14° relative to the Y planes, and the 
W planes are rotated 10.14° relative to the Z planes. 

In the 1992 setup, the purpose of the silicon telescope is to measure the position 
and momentum of the tracks that will continue towards the RICH. The RICH is only 
sensitive to particles arriving above the beam. To optimize the acceptance of the whole 
setup, the entire telescope is tilted by an angle of 69 mrad. The whole sensitive region 
of the telescope is located above the beam axis, to avoid excessive multiplicities in the 
mirrostrips. 

A plane of silicon pixels, with two dimensional readout, is placed between microstrip 
plane 6 and 7. This plane was used for tests towards the WA97 pixel telescope only. 

4.2.2 The RICH detector 
The purpose of the RICH detector, which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, is 
to identify protons and antiprotons among the 's table ' particles produced in the reactions. 
(Stable particles in this sense mean particles tha t don't decay inside the area spanned 
by the detector setup. These particle species include pions, kaons and protons and their 
atitiparticles.) 

The R I C ' l . a Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector, is based on the Cerenkov principle. 
A part icle travelling with a speed higher than the speed of light in the medium, will emit 
Cerenkov radiation. The Cerenkov radiation is emitted in a fixed angle with respect to 
the particle trajectory. This angle is related to the particle velocity. 

The track momentum can be determined from the silicon telescope. Information on 
the particle velocity and momentum is sufficient to determine the particle mass. 

A number of measures have lo be taken to prevent the RICH from being flooded with 
track* from the heavy ion reaction. These are discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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Figure 4.1: WA94 setup for the 1991 run 
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Figure 4.2: W A 94 «tup for the 1992 run 
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4.2.3 B Chambers 
I'D obtain a reliable signal from the RICH, the exact position of the charged particle must 
he known. This position can in principle be determined from the silicon telescope, but 
since the RICK is placed 12 m downstreams from the telescope, the uncertainty in the 
measurements would be considerable. 

A set of tnultiwire proportional chambers, the "B chambers', are therefore placed 
behind the RICH to obtain some additional space points on the particle trajectories. 

These chambers will also be discussed in some more detail in the next chapter. 

4.3 Analysis 
The analysis of the WA94 data is still in its early phase. Identification of strange baryons 
and antibaryons (A , 5 " and possibly fi") will be done in a way similar to WA85. 
discussed in the previous chapter. The butterflied chambers have good acceptance in a 
rapidity window in the region 2.2< y <3.0. 

Protons and antiprotons will be identified by the RICH. The telescope/RICH setup 
has a good acceptance in the rapidity interval 3.2< y <3.8. 

The beam rapidity is 6.0. In the symmetric S+S system there is reflection symmetry 
around mid-rapidity, so the 3.2< y <3.8 interval can be mapped onto the 2.2< y <2.8 
interval. Hence, there is a common region where particle abundance ratios can be com-
puled. 
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Chapter 5 

The RICH detector 

The King Imaging CHerenkov detector (RICH) is used in the identification of protons 
and amiprotons among the non-decaying particles in the WA94 and WA97 experiments. 
The HK'H measures the particle velocity. The particle momentum is determined in the 
silicon telescope. The particle position in the RICH is determined from combined tracks 
from 1 he telescope and the B wire chambers, located behind the RICH. Altogether this 
information can be used to deduce the particle mass. 

5.1 The Cerenkov principle 
When a particle traverses a medium with a speed greater than the speed of light in 
i hat medium (this is possible if the refractive index is greater than one in the medium), 
Cerenkov radiation is produced [Che37j. The Cerenkov radiation consists of photons in 
the region of visible to ultraviolet light. It is emitted with a sharp maximum at the angle 
0 with respect to the particle trajectory, given by the formula 

0 = arccos( — J (5.1) 

where -1 is the relativistic velocity of the particle (/? = v/c), and n is the refractive index 
of the medium. 

Since Cerenkov photons can be emitted at any position along the particle trajectory 
inside the radiative volume, the Cerenkov photons are confined to a cone around the 
pari icle t rajectory. The Cerenkov photons can be found anywhere inside this cone. A 
photon detector plane in the forward direction would see signals scattered inside a disc, 
as illusi rated in figure 5.1. The radius of the circumference of this disc would give the 
(Vrenkov angle, but since Cerenkov photons are emitted randomly, there will generally 
noi be photons all over the theoretically possible cone. A reliable reconstruction of the 
particle velocity is therefore not possible using this straightforward approach. 

5.2 The P T C H principle 
All parallell ligh tiling on a spherical mirror will be focused onto one point on a 
sphere ha\ing hi. lius of the mirror. This can be shown geomeliivally, and is true 
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Figure 5.1: Cerenkov radiation 

i» the extent that sin 6 can be approximated by 8. By such an arrangement, the Cerenkov 
photons emitted at different positions along the particle trajectory, but with the same 
a/imuthal angle, will be focussed onto one point on the image surface. The Cerenkov 
cone will thus be transformed into a ring, with a well defined radius. This radius depends 
directly on the Cerenkov angle, and thereby the particle velocity [Eke84]. 

The geometry is shown in figure 5.2. The particle traverses the detector along the solid 
line. The refractive medium, where Cerenkov photons are produced, is placed between 
i he image surface and the mirror. Photons emitted at different points along the trajectory 
(dashed lines) are focussed onto the same point at the image surface. The dotted lines 
are Hie axes of incidence at the photon points of reflection. 

5.3 The Omega RICH 
The Omega RICH is part of the detector equi, i of the Omega spectrometer. It was 
built by the WA69 Collaboration [Aps86], and was later taken over and improved by 
the WAS!) Collaboration [For87]. A detailed description of the RICH can be found in 
ref. iKngft»]. 

I he RICH consists principally of two systems. There is a radiator system where 
Cerenkov photons are produced, and a photon detector system where these photons are 
sensed and rrcorded. The radiator system fills most of the detector volume, and consists 
princ ipally of a gas with a suitable refractive index. The detector system consists of 
I ime Projection Chambers, mounted at a detector surface resembling a sphere with 5 m 
radius I he spherical mirror has a radius of curvature of 10 m. The radiator gas is placed 
between i he detector sphere and the mirror sphere. The incoming charged particles will 
thus produce Cerenkov photons along a path of approximately 5 m. 

A sketch of the detector is shown in figure 5.3. Charged particles enter through the 
I PC plane in front, and the Cerenkov photons are reflected at the spherical mirrors in 
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Figure 5.2: RICH geometry 
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Figure 5.3: A sketch of the Omega RICH 

the rear part of the detector box. 
The Cerenkov photons are detected in the TPC modules in the front part of the 

detector. These modules contain a reactive gas (TMAE), which absorbs the incoming 
photons and emits electrons. The electrons drift towards the end of the chambers, where 
they are detected in sense wires. The combined information of wire number and drift 
time give Y and Z coordinates of the conversion point of the photon. 

5.3.1 Radiator Gas 
Only particles travelling with speeds greater than the threshold velocity 0 = 1/n will 
produce Cerenkov light in the radiator. On the other hand, when the velocity is large, 
1/Jn doesn"l change much, and the Cerenkov angle gets practically constant. This makes 
mass identification impossible. The radiator gas must have a threshold optimised to the 
momentum of the particles to be identified. 

VVA9-1 has chosen a mixture of nitrogen and freon (CjFg) '. Freon has a refractive 
index of 1.000793, giving thresholds for pions, kaons and protons at 3.8, 13.4 and 25.5 
CeV/r respectively. We want to measure particles in the momentum range 15-50 GeV/c. 
Most protons will thus be below threshold, and we will have to identify protons and 
antiprotons by absence of signal in the RICH. 

'This frron dor» no harm to the ozone layer The environmentally questionable ireont contain chlorine. 
I hrv igrnu «bsof b IV light and release chlorine radicals Such a behaviour would be disastrous inside 
the radiative volume, aa we want to identify a very limited number of L'V photons produced by the 
traversal of a rharg*d particle 
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For I lie l!t!!2 run it turned out to be impossible to obtain enough CjFs. Towards the 
end of run we therefore increased the nitrogen content in the mixture. This probablv 
minced the tiuinber of produced Ccrenkov photons per charged particle somewhat. 

5.3.2 Mirrors 
llie < 'erenkov photons are reflected at the mirror. The original YVA69 RICH was equipped 
with N(J mirrors having a radius of curvature of 10 m. WA89 replaced the central mirrors 
by 1!) new ones of better quality. These mirrors have a slightly lower radius of curva
ture. T<> make all mirrors focus onto the same image sphere, the new mirrors are placed 
correspondingly closer to the TPC sphere. 

5.3.3 Chambers 

After being reflected at the mirror, the Cerenkov photons are detected in the TPC cham
bers located at the RICH entrance. The chambers are arranged to resemble a spherical 
surface with a radius of curvature of 5 m, half the radius of curvature of the mirror. 

The photons are let in through a thin quartz window at the rear side of the chambers. 
Once inside, the photons react with the photo-ionising agent TMAE 2 , and produce 
electrons. 

There is a central electrode in the chambers kept at a strong negative potential of 
lOkV. The produced electrons will thds drift towards the ends of the chambers, where 

sense wires are located (see figure 5.4). The hit wire number gives the Y coordinate of 
tin- photon, the 7. coordinate is obtained from the drift time. 

1 he electric field inside the chamber is inclined 50 mrad with respect to the vertical. 
to approximate the desired spherical shape of the sensitive region of the chambers (see 
lower right part of figure 5.4). There are 5 chambers, each with a width of 32.5 cm. They 
are mounted along an arc of 5 m radius in the Y direction. 

In the WA9-I setup, only particles that trace the silicon telescope, the RICH and 
I tie II chambers will be looked for. All these particles will produce rings at positive Y 
coordinates. The outermost chamber on the negative side was therefore not operated. 

I he chambers are filled with ethane, mixed with the photo-ionising agent TMAE. 
I MAI. reads violently with oxygen. The oxidation products absorb UV photons, and 
«ill i hus degrade the detector efficiency if present. The chambers are therefore mounted 
in a dosed volume filled with nitrogen. Oxygen is removed from all gases supplied to the 
RICH, and the oxygen content inside and outside the chambers is continuously monitored. 

Furthermore. TMAE is a liquid at room temperature. Thegaa system in the chambers 
is therefore heated to 40"C. If TMAE were to condense inside the chambers, it would react 
with tin- plastic (GIO) wal'.s. Condensed TMAE cannot be removed from the walls, and 
the chambers would be rendered useless in case of contamination. The temperature of 
I he î as In the chambers is thus closely monitored. If it should drop, the TMAE supply 
tt ill be closed. 

J (•lr'vkis(tliinfihivUniino)rlh]rlrn« 
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Figure 5.4: Design of a TPC chamber. The figure is taken from [Eng92) 
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5.4 RICH calibration 
Die Y and /. coordinates of the photons hitting the RICH TPCs are obtained from 
tli<' wire number and drift time read from the chambers. To relate the information 
obtained from the RICH to an absolute coordinate system, several calibration constants 
are introduced. These constants are determined by detailed study of the RICH data. 

A particle passing through the TPC will leave a signal in the chambers. The position 
obtained from (he RICH can be related to track segments determined from the telescope 
ami the H chambers, to obtain the exact RICH position. 

The drift time in the RICH chambers, which is used to determine the Z coordinate, 
varies wit h the temperature. The exact values of the calibration constants must therefore 
he calculated at regular intervals, for example once per run. 

The RICH mirrors may not be perfectly aligned. Slight rotations of individual mirrors 
mav distort the rings produced by the Cerenkov photons. This effect is compensated by 
further calibration constants. The mirror calibration is done by searching well developed 
rings for assymmetries. Once the ring centre is known, this can be done by separate radial 
scans in different angular regions. 

The calibration procedures are discussed in detail in [Eng92]. 

5.5 Simulations 
The RICH is located downstream of the Omega magnet, as shown in the previous chapter. 
If the RICH were to be mounted there without any precautions, the high multiplicities of 
the heavy ion reactions would cause the RICH to be totally flooded. A simulation study-
has been carried out to figure out what measures to take to get managable multiplicities, 
without loosing too much of the desired signal. 

5.5.1 Monte Carlo details 
All simulations are performed by the purpose-made program RICHANA. This program 
reads event data produced by the event generator FRITIOF version 3.1 [Ben85, Ben86]. 
The particles in these events (sulphur on sulphur, 200 GeV-A, maximum impact param

eter 2.5 fm) are traced through the field of the Omega magnet, then let into the RICH. 
The simulation program RICHANA may also implant one particle of given rapidity and 
transverse momentum into the background produced by FRITIOF. This 'signal' parti
cle, chosen inside the acceptance region of the whole experimental setup, is marked with 
boldface dots in the figures. 

Gamma conversion has been taken into account by simple redefinition. Ten percent 
of the gammas that reach the RICH entrance, have been converted into electrons at that 
point, conserving the original gamma momenta. Only gammas with energy above the 
pair production threshold have been allowed to produce electrons. 

Short lived particles (all except pions, kaons, nucleons, gammas, electrons and their 
anti-particles) are forced to decay at the target position, and their decay particles are 
traced through the field. 
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Table 5.1: Experimental setup 

Item Position (cm) 
X y z 

Target -215 0 0 
First Microstrip -155 0 1.647 
Last Microstrip -75 0 7.176 
Shield opening, lower left 820 20 50 
Shield opening, upper right 820 90 90 
RICH 1200 0 100 

These simulations have furthermore been used to estimate the conditions in lead-lead 
collisions for the WA97 experiment. The background produced in lead-lead interactions 
have been approximated by adding ten sulphur-sulphur events produced by FRITIOF 
into one lead-lead' event. Only one 'signal' particle is implanted in the entire "lead-lead' 
event. 1 he 1000 sulphur-sulphur events available gave 100 iead-lead'events. Percentages 
given at these high background events must therefore be considered as indications only, 
a one percent probability corresponds to one observed particle. 

The positions of various detectors are given in table 5.1. In this table, the RICH 
position is defined as the position of centre of the TPC plane, or more accurately the 
centre of the upstream wall of the central TPC module. 

5.5.2 Screening the mirror 
To avoid having the beam pass through the chambers, the RICH is lifted 1 m in the Z 
direct ion. This protects the chambers from the incoming beam particles, but the reflected 
photon multiplicity is unaffected, since all parallel incoming rays will be focused onto the 
same point. This multiplicity is far too high to do reliable ring reconstruction. 

Figure 5.5 shows the simulated TPC output from a 'raw1 event where no further steps 
arr taken lo limit the particle multiplicity in the RICH. The ring produced by the particle 
that traced the telescope is shown by boldface dots. 

Figure 5.6 shows the points where the Cerenkov photons hit the mirror in the same 
«•vent. For simplicity, all the photons are produced at the RICH entrance in the simulation 
program, replacing the disc-shaped figures at the mirror by rings. This makes no difference 
at the IPC surface, due to the RICH principle discussed above. The rings shown at the 
mirror correspond to the circumference of the area where Cerenkov photons may be 
reflected. Note the different scale on '.he mirror and TPC pictures. The axe» on the 
figures are given in units of centimetres in the RICH coordinate system. 

The ring produced by the high-p, particle is shown by boldface dots. In this picture 
it stands out more clearly than was the case in the TPC picture. Most particles produce 
rings close to the beam height. (Coordinates are shown in the RICH coordinate system. 
Since the RICH is raised 1 m with respect to the beam, Z=0 in the Omega system 
correspond to Z= 100 cm in the RICH system.) 

The incoming charged particle pass through the mirror in the centre of the ring shown 
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Figure 5.5: Simulated TPC images in 'raw' event. The RICH is lifted by 1 m, but no 
further steps have been taken to reduce the multiplicity. The 'good' ring is shown by 
boldface dots in the upper part of the figure. 
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Figure 5.6: Simulated mirror images. Rings correspond to the circumference of the disc
shaped area of reflection. 

on figure 5.6. Only Cerenkov photons, which fall in the visible to ultraviolet region, are 
reflected and returned towards the TPCs. These photons can be shielded by very simple 
means, for instance black paper or cloth. 

Figure 5.7 shows the TPC images produced in the same event when the mirror was 
masked *>om Z=-5 cm downwards (corresponding to Z=95 cm in the Omega system). 
Now the signal is very clean, and a succesful reconstruction is very probable. Since the 
silicon telescope is tilted upwards, all the accepted high-p, particles will hit the RICH 
mirror above this screen. The noise is thus reduced considerably, almost without affecting 
the signal. 

5.5.3 Iron shield 
When going to lead-lead interactions, the multiplicities are expected to increase consid
erably. Figure 5.S shows TPC images in a simulated lead-lead event. The bold face ring 
corresponding lo the 'good' particle would hardly be possible to reconstruct. 

In order to reduce background levels further, an iron wall is placed between the Omega 
magnet and the RICH. A small opening in the wall allow particles in the acceptance region 
of the telescope to pass through. 

1 his shield pre\mts beam particles from passing the RICH, and tvill also reduce the 
background produced by particles coming from the target. Assuming that all particles 
hitting the 2 m thick iron wall are stopped there, the simulated TPC picture is as shown 
in figure 5.9. Although the picture is relatively clean, the background levels in the region 
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Figure 5.7: Simulated TPC images with a screen at the RICH mirror from Z=-5 cm 
downwards. 
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Figure 5.8: Simulated TPC image» in Mead-lead' event. The RICH mirror is screened 
from Z= 5 cm downwards. 
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Figure 5.9: Simulated TPC images in 'lead-lead' event. The iron wall between the Omega 
magnet and the RICH is included. The RICH mirror is screened from Z=-5 cm down
wards. 

where the signal is expected is a bit too high to make identification by absence of signal 
reliable. A CiEANT study on how to reduce this background is in progress [Hol93j. 

5.5.4 Geometric acceptance 
The geometric acceptance of the detector setup is constrained by the end plane of the 
mirroslrip telescope. Figure 5.10 shows the acceptance for protons of different rapidities 
aro transverse momenta. All the numbers in the figure are percentages. The line in the 
lower left corner limits the region where negative proton identification can be applied. 
Below this line the signal produced by a kaon will be loo weak to allow reliable recon
struction (less than 50% of the photons produced in a #=l-ring would be emitted). This 
corresponds to a kaon momentum of 1T GeV/c. The dashed line somewhat above gives 
the Crrrnkov threshold for protons. Protons near threshold will emit only a few Cerenkov 
photons while traversing the radiative medium, making negative identification necessary 
in a greater region than indicated by the threshold line. 

Figure 5.11 shows the impact point on the iron shield of the particles that pass through 
the end plane of the microslrip telescope. Since only these i rticles will be of further 
interest, this plot indicates where to make the opening in the eld. The exact positions 
of the dots correspond to the positions of the test particles L. in the simulations. 

The multiplicities in the RICH TPCs in the 'lead-lead' enls can be reduced by 
mt» nig the left edge of the shield opening to higher Y values .hield selling at Y=S0 cm 
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Figure 5.12: Acceptances with shield opening at Y=50 cm. 

reduces the acceptance in the very high p, region, (above p,= 3 GeV/c), but the number 
of protons produced in this region is expected to be very small. The acceptances with 
the modified shield arc shown in figure 5.12. All numbers are given as percentages. 

5 . 5 . 5 R a d i a l s c a n s 

The signal will be reconstructed by a radial scan in the data read (rom the RICH TPCs. 
The positions of the particle» we want to identify are known from the microstrip telescope 
and from the B chambers. The position of the centre of the produced ring at the RICH 
IPC» can thereby be calculated. 

The radius of a ring produced by a pion, kaoo or proton at the same rapidity and 
lr*n«vrrw momentum differ by approximately 3 cm. At rapidity and transverse mo
mentum are known from the microstrip telescope, the appropriate ring sise for each of 
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lin- ihri'i' particle species may be calculated. A scan with a total width of 1 cm is then 
performed in the data, centered around the calculated ring size. The number of counls 
in i hi* area will he considered as 'signal". A wider scan is performed to calculate the 
<ipprupriaTe background level. 

As we only want to identify the particle, the exact peak height is of no importance. 
We want to acknowledge a ring as "identified- if the signal exceeds the background by 
a tixed number of counts. If no ring is found, the particle is classified as a proton, by 
nr^alive identification. 

I his scheme introduces two main sources of error. Either the signal may fluctuate 
down to the background level, in which case a real pion will be counted as a proton (ir —> 
pi. On I he other hand, the background may fluctuate above the fixed level, thereby faking 
a signal, and causing a real proton to be counted as a pion (p —> JT). The same may of 
• Kiir-e happen to kaons. 

I he probability of each of these errors has been estimated by Monte Carlo calculations. 
Increased background levels have been achieved by adding the background produced by 
seieral r HI ITOK events, as described in section 5.5.1. 

I'ioiis and kaons of rapidity y=3.'2 and transverse momentum p, = 1.5 CleV/c are 
implanted into the sulphur and 'lead'events. Then a radial scan is performed, as discussed 
aliow. The probability for the signal to fluctuate down to the background is calculated 
In i he I'oisson expression [ppdOOj 

P = f E77 (5.2) 
j=0 J ' 

where p is the probability in question, s is the size of the signal, 6 is the size of the back
ground and J is the threshold by which the signal is required to exceed the background. 
I he probability for fake signals is obtained from a radial scan in background events, where 
no panicle has been implanted. All probabilities are given as percentages 

I he results are given in table 5.2. A succesful reconstruction of sulphur-sulphur events 
-.•vu» wry probable. A threshold of 5 or 6 gives probabilities below 1% for all the possible 
misidriitideations. In the 'lead-lead' events the risk of misidcntification is at best at the 
V.( l<-wl. To obtain more reliable identification, either the background must be reduced, 
i>r more sophisticated pattern recognition algorithms must be used. 

\ -mular analysis has been done using experimental data from the 1992 run of WA94 
,1- IM< kgroiiiul The events were all taken with freon as radiator in the RICH. The RICH 
dala are not calibrated. Lead lead' events were generated by adding 10 sulphur sulphur 
ewnts One panicle f pion or kaon) with rapidity ji=3.2 and transverse moment um p,= 
I '1 CleV/r was added to each event The results shown in table 5.3 are bawd on 1000 S+S 
ewnts . and ">00 I'b t-Pb' events (originally 5000 S+S events). The observed experimental 
background is larger than the simulated one. This can be due to spurious particles in the 
MICH, originating from rescatlerings in the detector setup. 

Some «-«.ample* of radial «cans, with their corresponding TPC images, are shown in 
ligurrs "> 11 «mi 5 11 Both events are 10-fold background ('lead lead' events) with an 
implanted Lion, shown in bold face in figure 5.13 The reliability of the reconstruction 
depend* on ihr distribution of rings in the TPCs. not dirccll) on the I P C multiplicity 
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l.iUe V_>: Kadial scans, concrete shield included. All probabilities given as percentages. 

Sulphur-sulphur events 

Background + n IT -> p K - p p — ir P - K 
n = I 0.10 0.10 9.4 8.9 
n = 2 0.10 010 5.3 3.1 
n = 3 0.10 0.11 2.6 1.4 
n = -1 0.10 0.19 1.1 0.9 
n = 5 0.10 0.64 0.6 0.6 
n = 6 0.10 1.7 0.5 0.2 
n = 7 0.10 3.4 0.4 0.2 
n = 8 0.13 6.6 0.2 0.1 
n = 9 0.35 11.3 < 0.1 0.1 

n = 10 0.77 17.8 < 0.1 0.1 

•Lead-lead' events 

kground -f n JT —• p K - p p —• IT p - K 
n = 1 0.10 0.14 46 38 
n = 2 0.10 0.25 33 23 
n = 3 0.10 0.53 17 15 
n = 4 0.11 1.1 15 9 
n = 5 0.15 2.2 6 o 
n = 6 0.23 4.0 5 4 
ii = 7 0.42 6.7 4 o 
n = 6 0.76 10.5 2 2 
n = 9 1.4 15.6 1 2 
n = 10 2.3 21.9 1 2 

HI 



IHKIC ">.i: liadial scans, experimental background. All probabilities given as percentages. 

Sulphur-sulphur events 

| liackground + n it --. p K -» p p ->jr p -» K 
' n = 1 0.10 0.11 19.3 16.2 

n = 2 o.to 0.13 9.5 7.4 
n = 3 0.10 0.18 5.8 3.8 
n = 4 0.11 0.37 3.1 3.1 

• n = 5 0.12 0.97 2.2 1.7 
I n = 6 0.14 2.1 1.5 1.4 
, n = 7 0.26 4.2 1.0 1.2 

n = S 0.59 7.5 0.8 0.6 
n = 9 1.3 12.4 0.7 0.5 

n = 10 2.4 19.0 0.3 0.2 

"Lead-lead' events 

Background -f n i — p K - p p — T P - K 
1 n = l 0.14 1.3 56.8 44.G 
! ., = > 0.19 2.1 47.4 35.2 
i n = 3 0.29 3.1 40.2 26.8 

n = 4 0.47 4.6 31.0 20.0 
n = 5 0.78 6.7 25.8 15.4 

1 n = 6 1.2 9.4 20.6 12.6 
n = i 2.0 12.9 16.0 11.4 
n = 8 3.1 17.2 13.6 9.4 
n = 9 4.6 22.1 12.4 7.6 

! i) = 10 6.5 27.8 8.8 62 



I ln- iiiiiiilit-r i>f < 'erenkov photons is higher in the lower event of figure 5.13. but the noise 
level in the radial scan is higher in the upper event (see figure 5.14). 

5.6 RICH vs. CI 
I he ('erenkov detector I ' l used in the VVA85 1990 run (see section 3.2.4) was intended 

to identify protons and antiprotons by absence of signal. The detector was first used in 
the I'>s<) proton run. where it was found to be 94±9 % efficient [Bar93]. The electronic 
nni>e was about 1 noise signal per 4 events. 

This performance should indicate usefulness of the C l detector, but during the 1990 
sulphur run it turned out to be too many signals in C l to do negative identification. 

Although the principle of negative identification remains, there is a number of reasons 
to believe that the RICH will do bet ter than C l : 

I. The RICH gives a more specific signal than does C l . Once the predicted 
ring centre is calculated from the tracks in the telescope and B chambers, the 
absence of signal is only required in a region close to the predicted ring. (A ring 
produced by a rescattered particle somewhere else in the T P C plane doesn't 
hurt the signal much.) 

'_'. rhe screening of the RICH mirror removes much of the undesired signal, even 
if Cercnkov photons are produced by some traversing charged particle. 

!. Ihe RICH is much bet ter shielded than was C l . The iron wall stops most 
of the particles that could otherwise reach the detector through secondary 
interactions or pair production. 

5.7 On-line monitoring 
Several programs are needed to monitor the RICH operation. All these programs are 
modified versions of programs developed by the WA89 collaboration [Eng92a], 

The R MON program runs continuously and monitor physical parameters of the RICH 
operational environment, such as pressures, temperatures and oxygen contents in the gases 
in the RICH and in the T P C chambers . If central values fall outside predefined limits, 
alarms are given. If the most critical parameters ( temperatures , oxygen contents) fall 
nulside some other "final' limits, the T M A E supply to the chambers will be turned off 
autiiinatically. 

The parameters measured by RMON are also used in the calibration of the RICH 
data . Ihev are therefore written to tape at regular intervals. 

The RICHON program can be used to est imate the quality of t h e RICH data. Wire 
maps and t ime distributions are histogrammed in a number of events defined by the 
ii~er. I his program is run at least once per shift, and the result is compared to template 
hUuijiranis available in the control room. 

Finally the CINEMA program is used to plot T P C images on line. This program is 
run ai regular intervals to ensure that everything looks 'normal ' . 
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Figure 5.13: TPC images of 'lead-lead' events with implanted kaon 
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Figure 5.14: Radial scans. The implanted kaon produce a ring radius of 14.6 cm 
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5.8 B Chambers 
lu make a reliable radial scan in the RICH output, the ring centre must be known 
rai her precisely. This position can be calculated Irom information obtained in the silicon 
telescope, but since the distance between the end of the telescope and the RICH is large 
i 12 in to the IPCs. 18 in to the mirror), the uncertainty would be significant. 

This uncertainty can be reduced by measurements of particle coordinates close to the 
RICH position. A set of wire chambers is therefore located behind the RICH, its position 
is adjusted so particles that trace the telescope should also pass the sensitive region of the 
chambers. When the tracks observed in the telescope and the B chambers are combined, 
a reliable determination of positions inside the RICH should be possible. 

The B chamber package is one of the general detectors of the f! facility. It is normally 
located inside the magnet, ahead of the A chambers. In WA94 the whole setup was moved 
behind the RICH, without other modifications. 

The B chamber setup consists of S chambers, each with two wire planes. There are 
two different kinds of chambers. I'Y and VY. I' and V planes are rotated 10.14" with 
respect to the vertical, as discussed in section 3.2.2. There are four chambers of each type 
in the package, placed alternatingly. The sequence of planes is thus UYVYUY etc. 

Kach wire plane contains 768 anode wires, with an internal spacing of 2 mm. The first 
chamber (Bl) is positioned at X=1790 cm, the last chamber (B8) is placed at X=1832 cm. 
All planes have a sensitive region of 182x95 cm2. 

5.8.1 Track reconstruction 
The magnetic field is negligible at the position behind the RICH. Thus the B cham
ber tracks are linear. Track finding routines have been developed in the framework of 
I RIDK.VT version 5.04. This program package will be used for all track finding in WA94. 

First the Y. U and V projections are considered separately. Raw data points are 
collected into linear track projections. A minimum of 5 points is required in the Y 
projection. 3 points are required in the U and V projections. One raw data point can be 
assigned to one track projection candidate only. 

Y coordinates can be obtained from U and V coordinates by the relation 
. , U + V 
Y = (5.3) 

2 COS Q 

where a is the inclination angle (10.14°). Similarly, the linear track parameters in the Y 
direction can be calculated from parameters in the U and V directions by 

Au±AL Bu + Bv 

Y 2 cos a Y 2 cos a { ' 
as a linear track can be parametrised by Y = A-X+B. All possible combinations of U and 
V t rack projection candidates are made, and the Y' parameters obtained are compared to 
the Y track projection candidates found directly from the Y planes. The best candidate 
i> found by least squares fit. and the three projections are assigned to a track. The track 
parameters in the 7. direction can then be found by the relations 

.4(- + Ay By + By 

*6 



Mn- -ii i in- procedure is repeated for the remaining projection candidates. A track 
piiijei-tiuii can he assigned to one track only. If there are different numbers of track 
projection candidate* in the V. V and V directions, the maximum number of physical 
ira«k- is niveii liv the smallest number of projection candidates. 

Final ly a three-dimensional track fit is done on the selected data points, to obtain 
I In' optimal track parameters. 

5.9 Experimental data 
5.9.1 Cerenkov rings 
K\ peri mental data with freon radiator in the RICH were taken in April 1992. The analysis 
of these data is still in its early phase, but some initial points will be discussed below. 

So far track reconstruction is available for the B chambers only. These tracks will 
later on be merged with tracks from the telescope, when the telescope tracking routines 
are completed. 

The calibration of the RICH needs reliable tracking. So far, the basic calibration 
constants found by WA89 are used as a first approximation. 

Figure 3.15 shows an experimental T P C image from a sulphur on sulphur event. The 
charged particle traced through the lower right T P C module in this event, leaving a 
cluster of data points in the upper right corner of the lower right T P C module. The 
cross close to this cluster is the predicted particle impact obtained from a B chamber 
track. The cross in the upper part of the picture gives the predicted centre of the ring 
of Cerenkov photons produced by this charged particle. There is some noise in this part 
of the image, but parts of a ring structure can clearly be seen. A radial scan based on 
this ring centre is shown in figure 5.16. Calibration will hopefully make the radial scans 
i leaner, but there is a clear peak corresponding to the ring radius. 

5.9.2 Track origin 
As the magnetic field lines are in the Z direction (i.e. particles are bent in the XY plane), 
a linear extrapolation of the tracks in the XZ plane should intersect the beam axis close 
to the target if the particle in question originates there . 

A sample of tracks was taken from the 1992 run; the first 3325 events from run 3924. 
with a level 1 trigger (tracks in the B chambers were not required). Track reconstruction 
is done in the B chambers only. A track is accepted if it produces hits in at least half of 
the chamber planes (4 Y planes, 2 U planes and 2 V planes). 

A linear extrapolation of the tracks in the XZ plane is shown in figure 5.17. The 
distribution is rather wide, but there is a high number of counts close to the target. The 
track reconstruction is less accurate in the Z direction than in the Y direction, due to the 
geometry of the wire planes. In a simulation study tracks were produced at the target 
and fed into the B chambers. When reconstructed, even these tracks show a rather wide 
distribution (figure 5.18). 

Some of the tracks in figure 5.17 cannot come from the target . The multiplicity of 
tracks in the H chambers is also higher than expected from simulation studies. Most of 
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Figure 5.15: Experimental TPC images from WA94 1992 run. 

these tracks probably originate from pair production and rescatterings. The events in 
the sample were searched for tracks having a common space point. The X position of the 
common space point was plotted. There is a large peak at the position of the mirrors and 
rear body of the RICH, corresponding to a significant pair production there. 

Other noise tracks are probably produced in interactions between beam particles and 
the support of the silicon telescope. Detailed simulation studies to estimate the amount 
and significance of such scatterings are carried out by Alv Kjetil Holme and Guttorm 
Indheim [Hol93]. 

5.10 Conclusions 
The initial analysis of the 1992 data seems to confirm that the RICH provides clean pic
tures even in heavy ion collisions. No real problems were encountered in RICH operation 
during the run. With freon radiator enough Cerenkov photons are emitted to produce 
well developed rings. 

All the measures discussed in this chapter were taken to reduce the multiplicity in the 
RICH. In the sulphur-sulphur reactions of WA94, this seems sufficient to identify rings 
by simple radial scans, and to identify protons by absence of signal. 

Noise levels are higher in the lead-lead collisions of WA97. Simulations indicate an 
uncertainty in the particle identification at the 5% level. This figure can be improved by 
better shielding of the RICH to reduce the background further. This would also limit 
the acceptance region of the RICH/B chamber setup. Alternatively, more sophisticated 
reconstruction algorithms can be used to identify rings in the RICH data. 
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Figure 5 16: Radial scan from WA94 1992 run. 
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Figure 5.17: B chamber track intersection with Z=0 plane. The target position is at 
X= 215 cm. 
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Intersection point with Z=0 plane (simulations) 

Figure 5.18: Track intersection with Z=0 plane for simulated tracks produced at the 
target ( X = - 2 1 5 c m ) 
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Chapter 6 

The WA97 Experiment 

I'lie WA97 collaboration will take data when the lead beam becomes available at the 
( KKX SI'S. The larger volume of dense matter produced in lead-lead interactions make 
formalion of a quark gluon plasma more probable than in the smaller sulphur-sulphur or 
sulphur-tungsten systems. The larger volume of the system will also make the life t ime 
of the t-cniral hot zone longer, giving more time for equilibration. 

On the other hand, the multiplicity of produced particles in the collisions will increase 
considerably, making it a challenge to reconstruct individual tracks in a reliable way, 
anil to avoid flooding of the individual detectors. A QGSM simulation [Ame90], a string 
model including rescattering, shows average multiplicities of charged particles per event 
around :}00 in sulphur-sulphur collisions, 700 in sulphur-tungsten collisions and 3000 in 
lead-lead collisions. 

The WA97 collaboration will carry forward the work done by the WA85 and WA94 
collaborations, and investigate the production of strange baryons and antibaryons in the 
realm of collisions with the heaviest ions available. 

6.1 D a t a t a k i n g 
The YVA97 experiment [Arm91] will use the lead beam with an energy of 160 GeV per 
nucleoli, scheduled t o be available in the CERN SPS towards the end of 1994. Several 
tesls of the appara tus are planned during WA94 proton runs in 1993 and early 1994. 

6.2 A p p a r a t u s 
The layout of the WA97 experiment is shown in figure 6.1. It is an improved version of 
the WA94 setup, with several modifications to handle larger multiplicities. In particular, 
two-dimensional readout is introduced in many of the tracking detectors. 

6.2.1 The multiplicity detector 
I he charged particle multiplicity is treasured in a silicon microstrip array placed close 
to the target. The detector consists of three arms, two of them directed in the positive 
and negative Y directions, and the final one in the negative Z direction. The arms are 
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.iir.iiini'i| with a i'1'iural hole to avoid secondary interactions. The arm in the positive 7. 
ilini i'nm U removed to avoid interactions in the path of the other detectors in the setup. 

I lie multiplicity detector will be used in the trigger, and to provide information on 
• h<n !>nl particle multiplicity which will be used to estimate thecentrality of the collisions. 

6.2.2 The silicon telescope 
i lie -ilifini micros!rip planes used in WA*M are supplemented by several pad planes, 
with two-dimensional readout. These planes, which have a coarser resolution (around 
1 mm) than the ordinary strips, will be used to resolve ambiguities arising from the one-
diiiieiiMonal measurements of the ordinary microstrips. The one-dimensional strips have 
a pitch of 50 /tm. The new telescope is configured as five plus one triplets, consisting of 
one pad plane, one Y plane and one Z plane. The first five triplets make up the body 
of the telescope, and cover an X distance of 25 cm. The sixth triplet is placed further 
downs!ream, and works as a lever arm detector to improve the momentum resolution. 

The silicon telescope is the heart of the experimental setup, and it will be used as 
tracking device. By locating the telescope at at three different positions, one unit of 
rapidity can be covered. (The acceptance will be in the region y = -1 to y = I in the 
cenlre-of-mass frame.) The acceptance varies for each particle species in question. The 
acceptance for As are shown in figure 6.2, taken from [Arm91]. The lower threshold on 
the transverse momentum will be p,= 0.5 GeV/c. 

By further rearrangement the same apparatus can be made to cover a rapidity window 
of ± 2 units at a later stage. 

A newly developed pixel plane was tested in the 1992 run of WA94 [Beu90j. The 
pi.xrls have two-dimensional readout like the pads, but their resolution is the same order 
as the ordinary microstrips. If the development of such planes proves succesful, they may 
be used to improve the quality of the WA97 telescope. 

6.2.3 Pad chambers 
The Omega wire chambers will be replaced by newly developed pad chambers, with two-
dimensional readout. This is necessary to handle the large multiplicities in lead-lead 
inierat tions. The pad chambers will be located between 3.4 and 4.2 metres downstream 
from the target. They will provide extra space points on the charged particle tracks, both 
to improve the momentum resolution and to provide reliable track extrapolation to the 
RICH. 

6.2.4 The RICH detector 
The Omega RICH will be used to identify protons and antiprotons, as discussed in some 
detail in the previous chapter. The need for further shielding or improved pattern recog
nition algorithms will be investigated when experimental results from WA94 become 
available. 
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Figure 6.2: VVA97 acceptance for As. Each plot (A,B and C) corresponds to different 
telescope locations. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary and outlook 

Dm ins ' be las' five years an extensive experimental programme on relativistic heavy ion 
collisions has been carried out by several groups. No unambigous signal of quark gltion 
pU.Miia is observed yet. 

An increased production of strange antiquarks has been proposed as a good signal of 
quark gluon plasma formation, although an effect has also been seen in purely hadronic 
models. 

The high H~/ . \ ratio observed in the W.A85 19S7 data is not explained by any hadronic 
model. It has been argued thet this might be a signal of a quark gluon plasma formation. 

The error bars on the measured ratio are large, mainly due to poor statistics. The 
increased statistics of the 1990 da ta will help clarify the experimental s i 'uat ion. 

An overall increase in strangeness production about a factor of two is observed in 
sulphur-tungsten collisions compared to proton-tungsten reactions. This result is in 
general agreement with the other experiments tha t measure strangeness production in 
heavy ion collisions. This increase can be explained by rescatterings in a dense hadron 
gas [CleOl]. although there is some disagreement whether the equlibration t ime required 
by such models is realistic [EggSl]. 

The lack of conclusiveness in the overall strangeness production result suggests further 
investigations of the detailed mechanisms involved in strangeness production. Strange 
antibaryons has been suggested as a particularly well suited observable for plasma pro
duction, encouraged by the WA85 result. 

Kurt her experimental efforts will be devoted to obtaining production yields of as many 
different particle species as possible. Omegas and anti-omegas will probably be identified 
with the increased statistics of the 1990 data . 

In order to compare the production of strange and non-strange baryons and anti
baryons. protons and anti-protons must be identified among the non-decaying particles 
in the experiment. Simulation studies indicates that particle identification with a RICH 
counter is feasible, once a series of measures are taken to reduce the charged particle 
multiplicity in the RICH. 

Kxperimental da ta with the RICH detector were taken in spring 1992. The result looks 
promising, although no real analysis has been possible yet. The background is slightly 
higher than in the simulation studies, but not alarmingly much (less than a factor two). 
The real test of merit of the detector system can be carried out when the telescope 
tracking is completed, and the RICH can be calibrated and its final signal extracted. 
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I lic nMilt> foreseen from the symmetric sulphur-sulphur interactions in the VVA9I 
.•\[M'iinu'Mi will lie interesting in their own right, but they will also provide a suitable 
niiiipari'-iiii in the results from the lead-lead collisions to be measured by WA97. 

If H pha-e transition to quark matter occurs, the plasma phase should be more de-
M'ltiped in the larger >ys.tem of lead-lead interactions than is the case in central sulphur-
niiiastru reactions. A larger system will provide longer life times for the hot central 
/une. making plasma equilibration more likely. The strangeness enhancement signal is 
brt-eil mi thrrmody nautical equilibrium, making detailed measurements of strange particle 
prwiliu-l iun even more important in the future lead experiments. 
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Appendix A 

Published papers 

I lw results obtained from the WA85 1987 data are discussed in chapter 3 of this thesis. 
I IK- results an ' also published in Physics Letters B ( [Aba91. Aba91a]). These papers are 

included here. 
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Production of S~ and E~ has been observed for the first time in heavy ion interactions by the WA85 Experiment. Muliistranie 
baryon and antibaryon production is expecied to be a useful probe in the search tor quark-gluon plasma formation. We describe 
the procedure used to select these cascade candidates and show that S~ and E~ decays can be identified. The ratio of £ /E 
production, corrected for geometrical acceptances and reconstruction efficiencies, is 0. 39 + 0.07 for sulphur-tungsten interactions 
in the central rapidity interval 2.3< v

u t < 3 . 0 a n d p r > 1.1 OeV/r. 

Strange particle and in particular strange antibar
yon production is expected to be a useful probe Tor 
the dynamics or hadron matter in heavy ion colli
sions [ 1 - 4 ] . If a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) is pro
duced there are several reasons to suppose that it 
would give an enhancement in strange particle pro
duction (2 J. Gluons would be produced abundantly 
in a QGP and the gluon-gluon collisions would then 
give rise to qq pairs, strange qq pairs having the same 
coupling to gluons as non-strange pairs. At thermal 
equilibrium and high temperature the higher mass of 
the s quark would not significantly inhibit si pair 
production relative to light quark pairs as this is no 

1 Present address: INFN. 1-16146 Genoa. Italy. 
1 Oxford University. Oxford, UK. 

longer large compared to the available energy. More
over, ss production is expected to be favoured since, 
in a baryon-rich environment such as that produced 
in heavy ion collisions al SPS energies, the abun
dance of u and d quarks will suppress further produc
tion of uu and dd pairs through Pauli blocking. It is 
thus expected that strange particle abundances will 
be enhanced in a QGP relative to those observed in 
normal hadronic collisions [2] . 

In addition, it has been proposed (SI that strange 
particles with medium transverse momenta (?T> I 
GeV/c) should originate from the early stages of the 
QGP, allowing a more direct observation of the QGP 
than via the large number of particles produced at low 
Pt during hadronisation. 

It has also been suggested that multi-strange bar-

508 0370-2693/91/103.500 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
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yon and antibaryon production are of particular in
terest in search for the QGP since these panicles are 
more difficult to produce in purely hadronic matter 
[ 2 | . WA85 is the only experiment which has ob
tained results on the production of these particles in 
heavy ion interactions. In this letter we show that E~ 
and I P decays can be reconstructed in the high mul
tiplicity heavy ion environment and present the cor
rected E r to E~ production ratio in sulphur-tungsten 
interactions. Preliminary uncorrected data have al
ready been presented [6 ] . 

Results on H" and 5" production from p-Be inter
actions at 240 GeV/c [7 J and 400 GeV/c [$} exist 
for the fragmentation region, yielding S/E produc
tion ratios of about 0.04 for cascades al Jt>-O.5. Al
though these data are for forward cascade produc
tion, and therefore cannot easily be compared with 
our results in the central region ( * F ~ 0 ) , it is worth
while to note that the E/E ratio was shown to in
crease strongly as xr decreases [ 8 ] . 

The WA85 experiment [ 9 | was performed using 
the CERN Omega Spectrometer with a 200 A GeV/c 
beam of "S ions incident on a tungsten target. The 
aim is to study strangeness production at ̂ r? I GeV/ 
c and central rapidity. The Omega multiwire propor
tional chambers were modified to select only high PT 
tracks so that relatively few tracks are recorded out 
of the several hundred produced in a central collision 
making reconstruction of both strange and multi-
strange baryons possible in this kinematic region. The 
apparatus and trigger have been discussed in a pre
vious publication [10). 

Fig. 1 shows a fully reconstructed event with a cas
cade candidate. As can be seen, the number of back
ground hits is not excessive. 

The signature used or a cascade decay is the inter
section of the line of flight of a A or Å candidate with 
a charged track, at a point well separated from the 
target region. We consider any pair of oppositely 
charged tracks as a V° candidate if 

(a) the distance of closest approach between the 
two oppositely charged tracks is < 1.6 cm, 

(b) each track traces through at least the first four 
multiwire proportional chambers, 

(c) the distance of the decay vertex from the target 
is > 125 cm, and 

(d) the V° momentum is > 6.5 GeV/c. 
The quality of the V° candidates can be assessed by 

Fig. 1. Example of a fully reconstructed event with a cascade 
candidate. 

studying their distribution on the Podolanski-
Armenteros plot [ 11 ] . The three-momenta of the V° 
decay particles are resolved into components IJL. 
qC parallel to the direction of motion of the \° for 
positive and negative tracks respectively, and q-, 
transverse to the direction of motion of the V°. The 
variable or is defined as a=(øL -QZ )Hq£ +?C )• 

The distribution of our V° candidates is shown in 
fig. 2 where clear accumulations are seen along bands 

o / r7T'*- V-Tr—•?.— 

> \. .\- '• " . - - - • * . " ' " . ' 

^ 0 25 • ' . • ' • ' ' K° 
O •;̂ lr : 

å 0 2 -*.'*^*lx • -

0 15 j • : % ^ 

f Å ' A --isi te
0 1 f -jJ %L^ sm rn 
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Fig. 2. Podolanski-Armentcn» plot for V* candidates. 
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corresponding to the A. Å and K° ellipses. We con
sider A and Å candidates over the full kinemalically 
allowed region (| a I > 0.4$) and with masses greater 
than 1.086 Ge V aid less than 1.146 GeV. The quality 
of the A and A signals ha^ebcen shown in a previous 
publication [ 10j. 

Any combination of a A(A) and a negatively (pos
itively ) charged track is considered as a cascade can
didate if both the V ° and the charged track come from 
a secondary vertex well separated from the target, i.e. 

(a) the distance of closest approach between the 
line-of-flight of the A(A) and the charged track is 
< 1.6 cm, and 

(b) the cascade decay distance > 100 cm. 
In addition we require that 

(c) The cascade candidate comes from the target.v 
separation " between the cascade impact and the tar
get centre <2 0cm) and 

(d) the decay pion does not come from the target 
(v separation between the charged track impact and 
the target centre < 11 cm). 

The effective mass distributions for the candi
dates, interpreted as An" and Ait*, from our "S-W 
data are shown m Tigs. 3a and 3b, clear peaks are seen 
at theS~ andE~ positions. The overall charged mul
tiplicity was sampled in the pseudorapidity interval 
2.1 <i /<3.4 using wo arrays of silicon microstnps 
[10 J. For this leiter we consider events in the region 
2.3< y, , b <3.0andpT> 1-1 GeV/cwitha microslrip 

•' >• is defined as the bend direction in the magnetic field as can 
be seen in fig. I. 

.r s 
i 7 
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Fit. 3 Effective mass distributions for cascade candidates as la) 
Ax" ai.d <b> A«* 

multiplicity greater than 20 (corresponding to <d/V/ 
iV> \r.\i i.ioi > "»0110]). We select candidates with 
mass greater than 1,27_GeV and less than 1.37 GeV 
giving 108 E~ and 44 H~ candidates. 

The data have been corrected for geometrical 
acceptance, including corrections for decays outside 
the fiducial region and unseen decay modes, and re
construction efficiencies. The reconstruction are 
similar for H's and E's and vary from around 40% 
down to 10% over our multiplicity range. These effi
ciencies, which take the electronic efficiencies of the 
detectors in to account, have been determined to bet
ter than 10% relative error by implanting simulated 
E's and E's in real events of varying multiplicity and 
passing them through the reconstruction programs. 
The corrected E^ lo H" ratio is 0.39 + 0.07. It is 
worthwhile to note that this ratio is larger than usu
ally predicted in complete reaction models (see for 
example ref. [12)). 

In conclusion, it is shown that E~ and 3 " decays 
can be successfully reconstructed in the high multi
plicity heavy ion environment with little back
ground. In 200 GeV/c per nucleon "S-W interac
tions the corrected H" to S~ ratio is 0.39±0.07 in 
the rapidity interval 2.3< J ,

u b <3.0and with/>r> '•' 
GeV/r. 
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Multi-strange baryon and antibaryon production is expected to be a useful probe in the search for quark-gluon plasma forma' 
tion. We present the transverse mass distributions of negative panicles, A's, A's and 5~'s produced in sulphur-tungsten interac
tions at 200 GeV/c per nucleon and give the corrected ratios Å/A, S"/A and S" /A. Our ratio 3 " /A appears to be larger than 
that from pp interactions. 

Hyperon production is expected to be a useful probe 
of the dynamics of hadronic matter under the ex
treme conditions realised in central heavy ion colli
sions [ I J. In particular, the onset of a quark-gluon 
plasma (QGP) phase during Ihe collisions is ex
pected to enhance the antihyperon yield with respect 
to normal hadronic interactions and to give rise to a 
large E" /A ratio [2 ] . WA85 is the only experiment 
which has obtained results on the production of cas
cades in heavy-ion interactions. In this letter we pres

ort leave front CI EM AT, E-28040 Madrid. Spain. 
Present address: INFN, I-16146 Genoa, Italy. 
Present address: Oxford University, OxJbrd OX I 3RH, UK. 

enl the transverse mass distributions for negative 
particles (mostly pions), A's, A's and H-'s produced 
in SW interactions at 200GeV/c per nucleon ". We 
give the Å/A, H"/A and S" /A ratios, where the A's) 
(A's) are corrected for contamination from S ( £ ) 
decays. 

The WA85 experiment [ 3 ] was performed using 
the CERN Omega Spectrometer with a 200 GeV/c 
per nucleon beam of "S ions incident on a tungsten 
target. The aim is to study strangeness production at 
Pr> 1 GeV/c and central rapidity. The Omega mul-
tiwire proportional chambers were modified to select 
only high f>r tracks so that only a few tracks are re-

" Our A sample includes A's from I* decays. 
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corded out of the several hundred produced in a cen
tral collision making reconstruction of both strange 
and multi-strange bartons possible in this kinematic 
region. The apparatus and trigger, which select cen
tral collisions, have been discussed in a previous pub
lication [4] . 

The method of reconstructing A |4) and S" [5) 
decays has already been given in previous publica
tions. Fig. 1 shows the mass distributions for A, Å, 
H" and 5" candidates from the full statistics of our 
1987 SW data (10 million triggers). We see clear 
peaks with little background at both A and E~ masses 
and select A candidates in a 50 MeV mass interval 
centred on the A mass, giving 13307 A and 3407 Å 
candidates, and E~ candidates in a 100 MeV mass 

L-J..U. L. 

-) 

11 
. .~L . . .* l l . . I . r 

?0 -

10 -

o 1 • . r Irt .—j ~* 

W O M ( ' * ' : G « V UOH(A«")G*V 

F I | . I. Effective mass distribution* for V* candidates as (a) px" 
and (b) p « * . and cascade candidates as (c) Ax- and ( d ) X n * . 

interval centred on the E~ mass, giving 108 E~ and 
44 H" candidates, the full phase space window used 
for A's and A's is 2.3_<yUJb<3.0 and 0.9<j>r<2.8 
GcV/r, for E"'s and =-'s it is 2 .3<y t a b <3.0 and 
l . l < ^ < 3 . 3 G e V / c . 

The A and Å candidates include K§ contamination 
'vi-.ivh is around 7% for A's and 21% for A's. For this 
study we select only unambiguous decays (cos0*< 
- 0 . 5 ) " leaving us with 5856 A's and 113S A's. V°"s 
and cascades are then corrected for geometrical 
acceptance, decays outside the fiducial region, un
seen decay modes and reconstruction efficiencies, 
giving the ratios E" / I " =0.39 + 0.07 and A/A = 
0.19 + 0.01. 

Panicles from a thermal source, in a narrow rap
idity window, are expected to have a transverse mass 
distribution given by (6) 

- e x p ( - 0 m T ) , (1) 
1 dN 

m T dm T 

where fi is the inverse temperature of the source and 
m T the transverse mass ( m T = v / p 4 + " i 2 ) - In ortier 
to study m-t distributions we choose the narrow rap
idity interval 2.4 <>>i,B«c 2.6. The acceptance, inte
grated over/>r, varies little in this ime"-val. 

The negative particle. A, A [7] and £" data are 
well described by eq. (1). The A (A) samples con
tain a significant contribution from 2 " (IT 7) and i i 0 

(S°) decays because the decay region is far from the 
target in our experiment 14,5). The extent of this 
contamination is estimated by generating Monte 
Carlo E"'s with a mT distribution given by eq. (1) 
with ̂  fixed by the real E~ data (see later) and a flat 
yM distribution. The number of H " 's produced at the 
target in the window 2.4<>> l r t<2.6and l.l<j>r<3.3 
GeV/r is known from our corrected E~ sample, and 
so the number of Monte Carlo £~ decays generated 
can be normalised by this number. The A's from these 
Monte Carlo E" decays are then passed through the 
full detector simulation, reconstructed and subjected 
to all the cuts performed on our real A's. These Monle 
Carlo A's are then corrected as if they were real A's 
from the target and subtracted from our experimen
tal sample. Contamination from S"% is calculated in 
the same way assuming that the number of E°"s pro-

"* ** is defined as ihe an|le beuveen ihe line of fli|ht of the V* 
and the decay (ami )prolon in ihe V9 rest frame. 
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duced at the target is the same as for3"'s. The result 
is that about 8% of our A's come from 2 ~ decays and 
about 14% come from 3° decays giving a total con
tamination C\ = (22 ± 4)% in our A sample. 

Fig, 2a shows (l/mT)d.V/dmT versus m T for cor
rected negative panicles (mostly pions), A's (cor
rected for contamination from 3 decays) and 3~'s. 
Their inverse slopes (I Ifi) are given in table 1. These 
inverse slopes also have a systematic error estimated 
to be about ± 15 MeV by simulation. We note from 
table I that all the slopes are compatible. The ratio 
H"/A in the overlapping m T region m T > 1.72GeVis 
calculated to be 3~/A=0.20±0.04 where the error 
is dominated by statistics. 

Our 3 statistics does not allow us to estimate the 
3 contamination in the K sample and to compute the 
corrected H - /A ratio by the method described above. 
Nevertheless, we can obtain such an estimate by us-

- , (Cev) m. (Cev) 

Fit. 2. (1 tm-t )d.N'/dm T venus m T in arbitrary units (bin size 
0. I S G c V ) for ( i ) negative panicles, h - (mostly *~*s) , A's and 
H _ ' s ; (b ) nt fa l ivt particles, h~ (mostly x - ' s ) , A's and A's. 

Table I 
Inverse slopes ( I If) for different panicles from fit, 2a. 

Inverse 
slope 
<MeV) 

Error Inverse 
slope 
<MeV) statistical 

(MeV) 
systematic 
( M e V ) 

256 
23» 
233 

+ 3 
±» 

±34 

±15 
±15 
±15 

ing the 3 contamination in the A sample, CA, and the 
Å/A ratio, RA, evaluated in the interval 2.4<yM 

< 2.6. For this we assume: 
(i) the 3 " /=.- ratio R 2 in this interval is 0.39 as 

determined in our full rapidity window (2.3<>'„,, 
< 3.0), and 

(ii) the slopes of the m T distributions for 3 " and 
3~ are equal. 
We then find 

C A = ^ C A = ( 4 5 ± 1 2 ) % . 
« A 

The true Å/A ratio, /!*(,„«, will therefore be 

«A „™,= *A \ ~ =0.13 + 0.03, 

and the ratio E~/A is 

Fig. 2b shows (,l/mT)<lN/dm-r versus m T for A's 
(corrected for contamination from 3 decays by the 
method outlined above), negative particles (mosfly 
pions) and A's. The Å distribution has an inverse 
slope of 1/^=201 ±24+J^MeV. 

The ratios 3~/A and 3 " /Å have been measured 
by other experiments [8-10] in pp, pp, and e*e~ in
teractions. These results are for 3 " and A production 
selected by Pr> so in order to compare our results di
rectly we must consider our ratios for a given p\ range. 
Table 2 shows our results, integrated over the p-t range 
I <Pr<2 GeV/c, together with those from pp colli
sions at yfs=6i GeV [8] , pp collisions at y/s=900 
GeV [9] , and from e*e~ collisions [ 10]. Contami
nation from 3 decays in these experiments is ex
pected to be negligible because their decay regions are 
close to the interaction point. These results are also 
shown in fig. 3. 

As can be seen from fig. 3, our ratio H"/A is com
patible with those from other interactions. However, 
the ratio 3 ' /A is about five times greater than that 
quoted by the AFS collaboration; this correspond? to 
a (wo standard deviation effect with the current 
statistics. 

In conclusion, we have determined the m T distri
butions of negative particles (mostly pions), A's, 
A's and H"'s and find thai they are well described by 
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Table 2 __ 
The rant» 2"/A and 2" /A in Ihe region l.*<yy,<2 6 and I <Pr<2 OeV/c for central SW interactions. Also liven are pp dala al 6} 
OeV | | ] , ppdata at 900 OeV [9], and data from e*e" experiment» 110]. 

Experiment Interaction r- iK 
WA85 SW 19 1-2 0.11 ±0.02 0.33±0.1l 
AFS PP 63 1-2 0.06+0.02 
UA5 PP 900 >1 0.07!8SS 
TASSO e*e" 34.4 allPr 0.09 + 0.04 
MAKK 11 29.0 0.08 + 0.03 
HRS 29.0 0.07 + 0.03 
TPC 29.0 0.10 + 0.05 
CLEO 10.38- 10.64 0.07 + 0.01 

Table 3 
Summary of relative hypcron production rates from WA85. 

n 
Fig. 3. H"/A and E" /A ratios for different experiments. 

the function (l/mT)dA//dmT-.exp(-/JmT) and 
yield a value of I /0around 2 50 MeV as given in table 
I. 

In table 3 we give the relative hyperon production 
ratios obtained in this paper and in previous publi
cations [ 5 ]. The results indicate that our S 3 produc
tion rate, relative to Å, is enhanced with respect to pp 
interactions; this result is difficult to explain in terms 

Ratio m T >l.72GcV l</>j<2GeV/c 

A/A 0.13 + 0.03 0.13 ±0.03 
2 - / 2 " 0.39 + 0.07 0.39 ±0.07 
S-/A 0.20 ±0.04 0.11+0.02 
SVA 0.60 + 0.20 0.33 + 0.11 

of non-QGP models [ 11 ] or QGP models with com
plete hadronisation dynamics [12], We note, how
ever, that sudden hadronisation from QGP near 
equilibrium could reproduce this enhancement [2]. 

We would like to thank L.P. Csernai and J. 
Rafelski for discussions. 
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